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EDUeATIONAL
P R O m
DISCUSSED
Many Matteria Of Interest Threshed 
Out With Dr. Putman, Educa<f 
tlonal Survey Commis^oner
, Dr. J. H. Putman, Chief Inspector 
of Schools for the Ci|ty of Ottawa, and 
Dr. G. M. Weir, Professor of Educa­
tion in the University of British Co­
lumbia, members of the, Commission 
appointed by the Pro;vincial Govern 
ment to carry out an educational sur­
vey of the province, visited Kelowna 
last week in order to obtain data here. 
Besides conferring with the school au- 
.thqrities, a public meeting was held in 
the auditO]rium of the Public School 
on Thursday evening in prder to per­
mit parents and: Others interested in 
educational matters to bring any sug­
gestions or grievances to the attention 
of the CbihniisflioU, Dr. Weir was un 
able to ^attend, as he had to proceed 
to Vernon, and the onus of answering 
many questions and discussing the 
points brought up fell npon Dr. Put­
man,, who proved; himself a man Of 
ready wit and. briipful of information 
. upon many diverse phases of educa­
tion.'.
The gathering ill numbers was not 
worthy of the Occasion, totalling somie 
sixty people, the majority of whom 
were ladies, but it made up in earnest­
ness and attention for the large, num­
ber of empty chairs.
• Mr. C. W. Lees, Principal of the 
Public School, who presided, briefly 
explained the object of the meeting 
as being a public opportunity to dis­
cuss with the chairman of the Com­
mission any matters in connection 
with education, and he expressed the 
hope that any who desired to speak 
would be quite free in expressing their 
views. He then introduced Dr. Put-
'.m a n . '- • .
Purpose of Commission 
• Dr. Putman disclaimed any inten­
tion of making a set speech, as his 
purpose was to listen to their views, 
not to have them listen to him, but 
he would explain, ill a few words, the 
scope of the investigation which was 
being conducted by him and his fellow 
Commissioners.
He had been , much surprised when 
asked by the Government to take 
charge of the survey, as he vv̂ s almost 
a stranger to the province until last 
year outside of brief visits to Coast 
points. His knowledge of British Co­
lumbia, therefore, was little better than 
that of most Easterners, but since his 
appointment to the Commission he had 
done a great deal of travelling and 
was obtaining as much information as 
possible, of course principally in re- 
' gard to educational matters. Dr. Weir 
and he had been given a free hand to 
enquire into everything in the edu­
cational system but the University. 
They began the work early in June 
and had hoped to finish before Christ­
mas, but they had found it necessary 
to take much more time, owing to the 
wide field to be covered, as they had 
been asked to report on the school- 
laws, the functioning of the Depart­
ment at Victoria, the training of tea­
chers, whether of the right kind, in­
spection of schools, whether efficient, 
and many other matters, the big prob­
lem being the financial one.
The Government of British Colum­
bia paid a much larger share of the 
cost of education than any of the other 
provincial governments, yet the Union 
of B. C. Municipalities had asked the 
Government to take over the whole 
cost. At present the Government was 
paying about $2,500,000 annually and 
the people $5,000,000, making the to­
tal cost of education over $7,000,000, 
which the administration was being 
asked to assume. •
Then there was the problem bf 
school administration. It had bedn pro­
posed that the school boards be abol­
ished and that the schpols be placed 
directly under the municipal councils.
Another very important- . question 
which the Commission had been re­
quested to consider was the school 
curriculum, whether it was suitable, 
and whether the High School course 
•was the right length.'
These were only a few of the prin­
cipal problems; there were many oth­
ers, and the Commissioners soon real­
ized that they had to see the schools at 
work. They visited some of them , in 
June before the vacation, which they 
spent, in gathering what information 
was obtainable from the school reports. 
Later, they held a scries of public 
meetings and as soon as possible after 
the schools re-opened in September
THRI
FOREIGNCARS
V I ^ H m
Report Of Mr. W. Crawford, Tourist 
Guide, Shows Hugo Increase
In Motor. Tfafflc
ADVANCE PAYMENTS ON
JONATHANS AND SPIES
Kelowna Growers' Exchange Has 
Already Disbursed About $300,000 
To Growers This Season
I t ’may open the eyes of some who 
look upon the tourist traffic as com­
paratively a small matter when they 
peruse the subjoined report, which has 
been submitted to the Kelowna Board 
of Trade by Mr. W. Crawford, who 
has acted with much efficiency as 
Tourist Guide during the past two sea­
sons. The great increase in motor traf­
fic as compared with 1923 is a forecast 
of things to come when the Trans-; 
Provincial Highway shall have been 
completed and road connection with 
the Coast will enable tourists to make 
a grand circle instead of entering and 
leaving- the province by the same route.
(Continued on Page 4)
Kelowna, B. C., Nov. IS, 1924. 
President and Executive,
Kelowna Board of Trade. 
Gentlemen:
, . Re Tourists 
I beg to submit the following report 
to your Board for the season of 1924.
Approximately 3,000 foreign cars vis­
ited Kelciwna, an increase of 1,500 over 
last year'. 650 registered at the Infor­
mation Bureau and sought information. 
Nearly every State in the American 
Union was represented, also a number 
from Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manito­
ba, Ontario, Nova Scotia and Shang­
hai, China. The publicity received 
through this traffic will be four times 
as great as last year. Interviewing 
tourists was very interesting, coming 
as they do fronr so many different 
places. There'is a reffesbing difference 
,of opinion regarding their trips, thejr 
ideas of the country and Why they came 
here. The latter was because they 
leard such glovfing reports of our Val- 
ey and beautiful camp ground by the 
ake. They certainly were loud in their 
praise of our park, lake, city and its 
surroundings.
The Board of Trade and the Infor­
mation Bureau received many letters 
from tourists expressing their apprec­
iation of the courteous treatment ex­
tended to them by the citizens, and city 
officials. No complaints about the 
roads were made except that improve­
ments might be rhade in highway signs. 
Incidentally I venture to censure who­
ever was responsible-for neglecting to 
feature otlr hotels on the Cariboo 
maps.
How valuable an asset to B. C. and 
communities is the tourist traffic, has 
jeen strikingly impressed on every 
one who is acquainted with the extent 
of that class of travel. In each car 
there was an average of three persons, 
and I consider $10.00 a conservative 
estimate of the amount spent per mo­
tor in the city.
I would urge on the Board to per­
severe in their advertising campaign, 
which greatly helps in a strong and 
vigorous bid for the tourists.
If you consider getting out literature, 
4)lease bear in mind that what the tour­
ist desires more than anything else is 
concise and comprehensive idea of 
what the community has to offer him.
t is a mistake to go too much into 
detail. I should recommend a pam­
phlet written in an impartial manner, 
nicely illustrated, carrying road maps 
which could be prepared at a minimum 
expenditure by the Government print­
ing establishment.
The world and his wife are on wheels 
during the summer, enjoying the gipsy 
life, and remember that they no longer 
drift into town without first checking 
up the accommodation. After all, the 
greatest advertisement for a place is 
the interchange of ideas of the tourftts 
themselves over the camp fire.
I hope that the city officials will con­
tinue to improve and extend the camp. 
I would suggest a shower bath be ad­
ded to the -comforts, and make a 
charge.
Yours truly,
W. CRAWFORD.
Cheques arc now being issued by the 
Kelowna Growers' Exchange for an 
advance payment on Jonathans and 
Northern Spies. All pear pools have 
been closed anti settlement for them 
will be made within the next few days. 
Prices on pears of all varieties arc 
reported to be very good, some of the 
better varieties, such, as Anjou, bring­
ing $2.93 gross for Extra Fancy, $2.80 
for Fancy and $2.32 for “C” Grade.
To date, approximately $300,000 has 
been; disbursed to members of the Ex­
change oh account of the 1924 crop, 
and financial conditions in the town 
and district arc benefiting accordingly.
FRUIT FOR 
DISPLAY IN 
OLD COUNTRY
Shipment To Be Made By M(r. F. R. 
E. DeHart Will Give Kelowna 
Splendid Representation
GROWERS’ EXCHANGE
WEEKLY SHIPMENTS
Shipments by the Kelowna Grow­
ers’ Exchange last week included the 
following:
Four cars Jonathan, one car apples 
of nii;ced varieties, to West St. John 
for export to the United Kingdom; one 
car apples and onions to Drumhcller, 
Alberta; three cars Wagner, five cars 
Jonathan and four cars mixed apples to 
Vancouver for home consumption; one 
edr potatoes to Medicine Hat; one car 
Delicious to Toronto; one car New­
town to Calgary; one car onions and 
apples to Prince George; totaU 22 
CttTB*
The work of sorting and packing a- 
bout seven hundred boxes dnd one hun­
dred crates of choice Kelowna apples, 
destined for Great Britain, has prac­
tically been completed by Mr. F. R. E. 
DeHart, and the shipment will. leave 
about Dec. 5th for Vancouver, where 
it will be transferred to the s.s. Tuscan 
Star, which sails for London, via the 
Panama route, on Dec. 10th. The 
fruit will be kept in cold storage 
throughout and on arrival in London 
will go into a.cold storage warehouse, 
so that the apples will be maintained at 
as even a low temperature as possible.
The purpose of the shipment is _tq 
combine a supply of apples for exhib­
ition purposes with ap experiment in 
marketing. Now that it is assured that 
the British Empire Exhibition at Wem- 
bley will re-open next spring for an­
other season, part of-the fruit will be 
utilized for display there, while an­
other portion will be distributed to 
Canadian Trade Commissioners in var­
ious parts of the Old Land and the re­
mainder will be marketed. The crates, 
which are Mr. DeHart’s own idea, 
constitute the experiment, as he wish­
es to give a practical test of what can 
be done in supplying a market hitherto 
practically untouched, the street hawk­
er trade, through which a tremendous 
volume of fruit is distributed annually. 
The packages contain fifty pounds of 
apples of what might be considered 
“orchard run” quality, are of light mat­
erial but strengrthened by a cross part­
ition in the centre,, and the ends are 
wired. They look quite _ strong en­
ough to stand the long journey and 
handling, while they are easy and com­
paratively cheap to make.
The boxed apples, which were all se­
cured in the Kelowna district and are 
of the choicest quality, are packed in 
carton filler boxes of the Despard pat­
tern, a method of packing that dispens­
es entirely with the “bulge” pack, 
which Mr. DeHart heartily condemns 
as being responsible for much Okanag­
an fruit ariving in England, in a badly 
bruised and impaired condition. The 
Despard form of pack proved its worth 
at Wembley last year, and Mr. DeHart 
considers it has come to stay for ap­
ples of fine quality. The contents of 
the boxes have been selected with the 
utmost care, and the result i  ̂ that the 
fruit is practically of exhibition grade 
and is a joy for the eye to see likewise 
to the palate. The sizes run from 96 
to 112 to the box, or from 2-J4 inches 
to 3 inches in diameter. Winter var­
ieties constitute the majority of the 
shipment, with the exception of Jon­
athan and MeIntbsh Red, and the col­
lection is a very representative one of 
the best kinds of apples grown in this 
district.
Since Mr. DeHart returned from 
Wembley, he has been flooded with 
letters from all parts of the world, 
making enquiries as to how Canadian 
apples can be obtained for consump­
tion. All the writers had been visitors 
to Wembley, so that some Idea can be 
formed of the advertising value of the 
Canadian fruit exhibit there. Letter? 
have been received from such widely 
separated ̂  countries as Egypt, Ceylon, 
British Guiana, Chili, Sweden; Jama­
ica, Cyprus, Rhodesia, the United 
Kingdom and Ireland. Most of these 
countries have commodities which 
could be exchanged to advantage with 
B.C. apples, and Mr. De-Hart believes 
that, if advantage is taken of the keen 
interest created, a large and profitable 
trade can be built up with them.
Testimony of the merits of the Des­
pard method of packing is furnished in 
a letter recently received by Mr. De­
Hart from Mr. W. Graham, one of the 
assistants employed in connection with 
the Canadian fruit exhibit at_Wembley, 
who states that on' the closing day of 
the big exhibition, Nov. 1^, all the ap­
ples were just as fresh and perfect as 
when Mr. DeHart left, although they 
had been on exhibition and out of cold 
storage for over six weeks.
To show what possibilities exist of 
expansion of tlie fruit trade with Great 
Britain in fruits other than apples, it 
may be mentioned that, while on his 
way home, Mr. DeHart sent a ship­
ment of peaches to England from Ont­
ario. They were packed in boxes with 
carton containers similar to those used 
in the apple boxes with the Despard 
pack but with the addition of a piece 
of cotton batting on top and bottom
O. U. G. TRUSTEE IS
SUSTAINED BY COURT
VANCOUVER, <Ndv. 26.—In the 
Bankruptcy Division of the Supreme 
Court, Justice D, A. Macdonald today
upheld the ruling of Mr. M. G. Wil­
son, trustee in the liquidation of the
Okanagan United Growers,  ̂Ltd., in 
regard to the cl^itns of the *'pink note”
FALL FAIR ACCOUNTS
PRACTICALLY SETTLED
Preliminary Financial Stateniont Con- 
Bidcred Quite Satisfactory By 
Directors
NEW BUDGET 
IS STRONGLY 
CRITICIZED
holders and dismissed the appeal o ' 
the Dominion Bank against Mr. Wil­
son's ruling. 0
VANCOUVER CAFE IS
SCENE OF HOLDUP
VANCOUVER, B. C, Nov, 27.
A  broken holster strap prevented Con­
stable Holley from running down two
youths who held up and robbed the 
Londpn Cafe, 700 Main St., about ,7
o’clock last night and.allowed the flee­
ing bandits to escape with $50 in bills 
and silver from the till. The break in 
the holster strap came when the pur­
suing cpnstable and holdup men were 
on the verge of a gun duel. Giving 
chase, Holley was almost within strik­
ing distance of the bandits and when 
one of the latter drew his gun as if to 
shoot his way to liberty, the police of­
ficer took similar actioii. Con.stabic 
Holley’s gun was never drawn, how­
ever, for as he reached for it the hol­
ster strap broke and holster and wea­
pon dropped to the ground.
EMBALMING DID NOT
CONCEAL EVIDENCE
VANCOUVER, B. C., Nov. 27.—
Flat denial that embalrning of the body 
of Janet K. Smith was conducted by
other than ordinary methods or that it 
concealed evidence, as suggested by 
Attorney-General Manson in the Leg­
islature on Wednesday, is given by per­
sons directly connected with this as­
pect of the case. Organs were not re­
moved from the body, and it was 
pointed' out by the evidence given at 
the second inquest by Dr. A. W. Hun­
ter that the girl had not been assaulted. 
T. Edwards, head of undertaking firm 
in charge of arrangements, today declar­
ed that embalming was performed in 
the ordinary course, being identical as 
that in a large number of cases. Cor­
oner Brydone-Jack declared that the 
method of- embalming used, would not, 
in his opinion, blot out any evidence of 
criminal assault, should such have been 
present. “There was decidedly nothing 
unusual about the method of embalm­
ing used,” stated Dr. G. F. Curtis, post 
mortem surgeon. Referring to the gun- 
shot wounef in the skull of the dead 
girl, Mr. Edwards expressed the view 
that the method of embalming was ad­
vantageous rather than otherwise and 
that the same situation existed regard­
ing evidence of criminal assault.
ENGINEER KILLED WHEN
TRAIN LEAVES TRACK
MIDWAY, B. C., Nov. 27.—John 
Crosby, locomotive engineer, was-kill­
ed yesterday when the west-bound 
KooteUay-Coast train left the rails and 
lay on its side two miles east of Beav- 
erdell station. Joseph Gates, conductor, 
was badly shaken up and Albert Hale, 
of Robson Street, Nanaimo, had both 
legs broken.
BRITISH. MILITARY ARREST
EGYPTIAN MINISTER
LONDON,. Nov. 27.—Barkat Pasha, 
Minister of the Interior in the Zagloul 
Ministry, Egypt,, has been arrested by 
the British authorities, according to 
an Exchange telegraph despatch from 
Cairo. The British military authorities 
early today arrested Nckrassi Bey, se- 
retary to the Minister of Interior, and 
Abdul Rahman Fahny, one of Zagloul’s 
closest political assistants, together 
with a prominent member of the Nat­
ionalist delegation who visited London 
with the former premier. The men were 
surprised in their beds and taken to an 
unknown destination.
Practically all the accounts in con­
nection with the recent Fall Fair have 
now been settled and a preliminary 
financial statement has been submit­
ted to the Board of Directors of the 
Kelowna Agricultural Society, which 
considering the inclement weather ex 
pcricnced and the fact that all this 
year’s prizes and outlays have been 
paid, is considered quite satisfactory 
by the Board.
The Directors arc very appreciative 
of the support accorded them by , the 
merchants and others who so gener­
ously aided their efforts by way of 
subscriptions for the prize list and by 
attendance at the Fair. They desire 
to make special mention of the work of 
Mr. W. B. M. Calder in collecting 
$125 and obtaining a handsome silver 
cup fo-r annual competition between 
the different districts in fruit exhib 
its.
The annual general meeting will 
probably be called early in the year, 
when it is hoped that as many mem 
bers as possible will find it convenient 
to be present. '
Member For South Okanagan Arraigns 
Government For Failure To Re­
duce Taxation
BRILLIANT 
GATHERING AT 
FIRGMeN’S BALL
Scenes Of Gaiety And Bright Colours 
Characterize Eleventh Annual 
K. V. f : B. BaU
of each peach, the fruit being packed 
in single tiers. The peaches arrived in 
England in splendid condition and sold 
retail at 9d. each, leiurning a large 
profit over and above the extra cost of 
packing. English people prefer a white- 
fleshed peach to the yelloW-fleshed type 
and want them fully matured when 
they buy them.
Grapes were also shipped from Ont­
ario, and those packed in sawdust ar­
rived in good shape, while those hot so. 
packed fell off the stemis.
A shipment of cherries, as already 
chronicled in The Courier, was also a 
successful experiment. ■ They were 
shipped purposely by open express, 
with instructions to keep them away 
from cold storage of any kind. They 
arrived at Wembley on Aug. 17th, some 
of;them were put on exhibition and the 
remainder distributed as samples, 
^hose bn exhibition were still in good 
condition when .Mr- DeHart left Wem­
bley, on Sept. 6th, and some were ship­
ped back to Winnipeg as a further test 
of their keeping qualities, arriving there 
in fairly good shape.
While in England, Mr. DeHart made 
some very attractive displays at Brit­
ish Columbia House, the office of the 
Agent-General for the Province. Seven 
windows of the premises wer.c rir — 
by displays arranged by him, featuring 
chiefly fruit, fresh and in bottles, and 
vegetables of all kinds. Photographs 
of the window exhibits show that the
From the time of its inauguration the 
members of ' the . Kelowna Volunteer 
Fire Brigade have set all the^resqurces 
of that well organized institution to 
work to make their annual dance the 
leading social function of the winter 
season, and that they have succeeded 
has been amply evidenced by the grow­
ing popularity of the Firemen’s Balk
The eleventh annual eyent, held on 
Thursday evening last, was probably 
theiargest dance that ever took place 
in the Morrison Hall, there being some 
47,5 people present, nearly all of whom 
were devotees to the terpsichorean. art. 
Such being the case, the floor was nec­
essarily crowded at times, but this did 
not detract from the gaiety and enjoy­
ment of the dancers, all of whom were 
out to have a good time.
Excellent music wak played by the 
Len Davis Orchestra, who had the ad­
ded assistance for the occasion of Mes­
srs. J. Buckland and Quigley.
The ball room was very tastefully de­
corated with rose red and white bunt­
ing and evergreens, which contrasted 
larmoniously with the many-hued cos­
tumes of the fair dancers. The supper 
tables, which were artistically laid put 
in the adjoining rooms, had seating 
capacity for 400, the arranging of 
which was carried out in the usual ef­
ficient manner which in the past has 
characterized the Brigade’s activities. 
There was no lack of dainty dishes, 
sandwiches, cakes, etc., mute evidence 
of the firemen’s popularity with Kelow­
na’s culinary artistes. In this connec­
tion the Brigade wish to extend their 
learty thanks and gratitude to all the 
ladies who so kindly and generously 
helped in the preparation of so excel-r 
lent a repast.
The reception of the guests was 
thoughtfully and efficiently performed 
by Mr; and Mrs. D. W. Sutherland, Mr. 
and Mrs. H. F. Chapin and Mr. and 
Mrs. J. H. Broad. The ball was brought 
to a close about 3 a.m., and thus ended 
what was, without a doubt, the most 
popular dance ever held in Kelowna.
p.-T. a s s o c ia t io n
HOLDS CARD DRIVE
were arranged with all Mr. DeHart’s 
well-known taste and eye for effect, 
and the result was that the Agent-Gen­
eral’s office was besieged by hosts of 
visitors, eager to obtain information a- 
bout the province, and the desirable 
publicity given bids fair to be attend­
ed with beneficial 'results.
On Tuesday evening a very pleasant 
gathering took place in the auditorium 
of the Public School, the occasion be­
ing a whist and bridge drive, given by 
the Keipwna Parent-Teacher Associa­
tion. The guests sat down at eighteen 
tables and cards were played until 11 
p.m., when refreshments were served 
and the prize winners announced as 
follows:
Whist: Mrs. F. M. Keevil. Five 
Hundred: Mrs. Ryan. Bridge: Dr. J. 
E. Wright. Booby prizes were award­
ed to Mr. J. W. Campbell, Mrs. F. 
Tutt and Mrs. Deans.
A musical programme followed, to­
wards which Mrs. J. W. Campbell and 
Mr. W. Johnstone Cook contributed 
solos, Mrs. Pritchard two piano se­
lections and Mrs. Ballard a recitation, 
all of which were heartily encored, 
and Mr. E. O. MacGinnis gave a very 
amusing impersonation. An enjoyable 
evening was brought to a close with 
the singing of the National Anthem.
VANCOUVER, Nov. 27.—The sell­
ing price of the assets of the Kamloops 
Copper Co., assigned, which operated 
the famous “Iron Mask” mine, near 
Kamloops, was fixed at $40,000 yester­
day by Mr. Justice D. A. Macdonald, 
who refused to ratify the sale to H. F. 
Sigel for $17,500 but gave the latter 
Icnve to make an offer of the larger 
amount.
(From the “Victoria Colonist") 
Hon. Dr. J. D. MacLcan’s 1925-26 
Budget, read in the British Columbia 
Legislature on Monday, was the target 
for scaring criticism on the part of 
Mr. J. W. Jones, Conservative member 
for South Okanagan.
Dr. MacLcan’s ilromiscd economics, 
said Mr. Jones, were forced by the el­
ection campaign, but failure to bring 
down corresponding ' tax reductions 
were a breach of election promi!^es, he 
said. Difficulty of getting capital to 
invest in British Columbia and the in­
crease in unemployment were due to 
high taxation brought about by the 
Government sinking million’s in a few 
pet proiects under the pretext of dev­
elopment. Notwithstanding accusa­
tions of pessimism, .he said the Opposi­
tion would continue to press home" the 
real facts on the floor pf the House.
The minister’s proposal to ̂  remove 
taxation questions from political dis­
cussion was a novel idea, he said, in 
view of the fact that fiscal matters 
were the chief item of public business. 
This anaesthetic Would not make the 
extraction of the taxes any less pain­
ful to the victims, he declared.
Dealing with the balance sheet, Mr, 
Jones disputed the yalue of $12,000,- 
000 worth of assfets counted as face 
value by the Minister of Finance. The 
Southern Okanagan development sch- 
erne, thp industrial loans, land settle­
ment loans, etc.,' totalling this sum, 
were very doubtfuk assets, he.qlaimed.
The minister’s claim to a balanced 
judget was, not worth :a snap of the 
fingers, he declared. Such things had 
leen promised before, he said, but the 
public accounts just tabled showed how 
ightiy such calculations were made in 
advance and how impossible they'yvere 
of fulfilment. The minister had poyit- 
ed with pride to the fact that revenue 
ast year exceeded the estimate by 
$800,000, but he had ne^ected to men­
tion, that expenditures had surpassed 
the estimates by $1,300,CKK).
“In face of that the estimated reduc­
tion of a million dollars is not worth 
that!” he exclaimed. He stated that 
about half the reduction in expendi­
tures was accounted for by cutting out 
an item of $460,000 for mother’s pen­
sions, but this Cut was purely fictitious, 
as the money was to be paid out of 
iquor profits, which would be depleted 
as a source of revbnue to that amount.
“The widows and mothers are to get 
their pensions from liquor money,” ex­
claimed the member.
“I think that , is very fitting,” com­
mented Premier Oliver. \
When that remark is quoted the 
minister will conveniently forget that 
le ever said it,” replied Mr. Jones.
The tremendous debt piled up by the 
Government required no less than 30 
per cent of the total revenue to meet 
interest and sinking fund, said Mr. 
.,ones, but the amount appropriated to 
the industry of agriculture was only 
two per cent. In eight years the Gov­
ernment had gathered in $125,300,000 
revenue and had borrowed $59,500,000, 
total expenditure of $184,900,000. It 
was now exacting the highest revenue 
from the people of almost any province 
in the Dominion, due to high taxation 
and taxation of everything that it could 
.ay its hands on. Even this year a new 
tax on auto drivers was being imposed, 
le declared.
D r. Mac Lean's claims for the high 
credit of the Province were belittled by 
Mr. Jones, who cited figures of other 
provinces selling bonds at the same 
time as-British Columbia for the same 
or lower prices during the past year. 
As- to where the money had gone, he 
said the Government claimed great 
credit for its road building.
“Do they claim credit for the part 
a road built in my riding just prior 
the election, where the twenty work­
men were promised a job until Christ­
mas if they voted Liberal, yet were all 
dismissed within a few. hours after they 
cast their ballots and riot a tap has 
been done on the road since?” he 
asked. -
The finance minister’s debt figures 
were disputed. Mr. Jones gave the 
gross debt as $96,000,000, including 
the P.G.E. bond guarantee, and the net 
debt as $62,700,000, an increase of more 
than 300 per cent, since the Govern­
ment took office.
The best evidence of this, he said, 
was that Jn 1916 the people Were re-
BAND QUESTION 
IS AGAIN 
TO FORE
Reorganization To Be Diacussed At 
Conference Of City Council, Elka 
And City Band, ,
of
to
(Continued on page 2)
Tfic hnembers of the Council in at­
tendance at the regular' fortnightly 
meeting on Monday night included 
Mayor Sutherland, Aldermen Adams, 
Knowles, Morrison and Shepherd, Ald­
ermen Latta and Mciklc being out of 
town.
"With regard to a petition from resi­
dents in the district concerned for the 
extension of street lighting on Rich«f 
ter Street North and Bay Avenue, a 
'report by City Superintcrident Blake-* 
borough placed the cost of installation 
at $455. '■
Aid. Morrison pointed out the futilr 
ity of such requests so late in the year 
when all mun/cipal appropriations have 
been exhausted, and the Mayor endor-. 
sed, his remarks, pointing but that all 
such matters should be brought for­
ward early enough to be included In 
the annual estimates.
It was dec'ded to file the petition! 
and the Superintendent’s estimate of 
;'ost for next year’s Council to take 
action, should they deem fit. ■. i
A request from Thomson. & Cope, 
who have been supplying the City with ‘ 
electric lamps, to have flieir. dealings . 
put into the form of a contract in order 
to satisfy certain requirements neces­
sary for the obtaining of a trade dis­
count from the manufacturers from' 
whom they purchase the lamps, was- 
granted, and the Mayor and the City 
Clerk were authorized to sign a con-i 
tract with Thomson & Cope for the- 
purchase of three hundred i electric 
lamps. ■
Aid. Adams, as chairman of the Fin-v 
ance Committee, reported that there 
was $24,000 available for investment on 
behalf of the Sinking Fund, and it 
would therefore be necessary to decide' 
upon jwhat securities should be pur-: 
chased.
Various offers of securities by fin­
ancial houses were considered but no . 
conclusion was reached, the matter be- 
ing laid over until next meeting in 
committee of the whole.
Mr. H. Cramp appeared as a repre­
sentative of the Kelowna City Band to 
explain the present circumstances of 
that organization, which, he assured' 
the Council, was not dead by any 
means, .although it had not been active 
for some time. It possessed a number 
of instruments, a quantity of music and., 
a set of instruction books sufficient 
to train a 24-piece band. With all the 
imported leaders of the past, there had 
never been such a good outfit as there 
was today with which to train a band. 
At present, a band of nine pieces could 
be furnished, but, if encouragement was 
received, he would undertake to adver­
tise for learners with the object of get­
ting six or seven young lads .started 
right away. The work of teaching the 
boys. and carrying bn band • practices 
too would occupy several nights a 
week. In comparison with this, the 
imported leaders, who had been get­
ting $75 a month, between them had 
turned out only three musicians, and he 
did not think this could be regarded-as 
very satisfactory.- The Band would ex­
pect a modest amount of help from thê  
Council. . ,
Aid. - Morrison asked what was the 
re.^son whv the Band had not func­
tioned durinr- the pnst year. ’ The town 
bad paid out as much to outside organ­
izations for music as would have kept a 
local band going in good shape.
Mr. Cramp, who was Icadet of the 
Band up to the time of his departure 
for California, explained that he had 
beep away and had not returned to 
Kelowna until April, when it was too 
late to get organized for the season.
Aid. Adams enouired if there really 
had been a band here during the last 
ten year.s. acld'ng rather caustically 
that be had board some fearful at­
tempts at music.
Mr. Cramp said the local band bad 
always been handicapped by the lack 
of a sufficient inr.Tibcr of engagements, 
a drav'back not encountered jn Eastern 
communities v'hcrc there were many 
events in n year at which band music 
was re'^uired.
Aid. Adams understood that the 
Council bnd the oo<;itbn recent­
ly that the Bard should be under the  ̂
charge and manJ'go.nif’nt some ner- 
mnnept orgnn’ZP+bt>. cr»rh ns the Elks.
To this idea Mr. Cramp expressed 
opposition, stating that the old mem­
bers of the Band did not favour going
(■Continued on Page 8)
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Four Weeks to Christrnas
Do your Christmas sjhopping early, the selection is larger^ 
we have more time to attend to your wants. A small 
deposit, and we will put away your sdcctions untirw anted. 
You are welcome in our store at all times, whether you 
wish to make a purchase or not. Come in and inspect our 
large and varied gift lines. A large-line of inexpensive 
gifts at 45c, '50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50, $2,00, as well as the more 
'* expensive gifts.
A MAN'S G IFT 
SUPREM E
BAR BROOCHES
I arc now very fashionable in t̂hc 
large centres. Our stock comprises
Make this Christmas a good 
, one for "Dad.’* ,
Waltham Watches from 
$14.00 '
about 100 designs. New and snappy 
bars at 50c, 75c: Sterling Silver
Stone Set Bars at $1.00, $i.25 and. 
Up. Gold Diamond Set Brooches 
that will please bpth the giver and 
the recipient this Christmas.
Elgins, Longincs and other 
Swiss lines from $4.50
as well. as the $2.00 and 
$2.25 watches for young 
boys.
MANTLE CLOCKS
in the new Tambour shapes^—
$15.00 $40.00
Every home needs a Clock in each 
room. .
COMMUNITY* 
PLA TE 
TUDOR PLATE 
and,;.
ROGERS. 1847
“ in Sets.'
Staple pieces and 
correct service fan­
cy piece's from 
85c up.
We are proud of 
o u r  Christmas 
G i f t s  for the 
Home. Make mo­
ther, wife and sis-
ver, Cut Glass,
ter happy with, an 
Xmas Gift of Sil-
Alarm Clocks from $2.00 to $12.00 
The UtiUty Gift.
Fine China, etc.
BLU EBIRD  PEARLS
The most wonderful reproduction on 
the market. Each pearl guaranteed.
$10.00 up. Standard prices. 
French and Jap Pearls from $4.00 up
FREN CH  IVORY
A great variety of this beautiful gift 
line and at prices that will surprise 
you. O.ur advice is, see Pettigrews 
French Ivory, compare quality and 
price before making your selection. 
It will pay you. ,
ELECTRIC LAMPS at .......$5.00
Bonnet shaped Mirrors, at .... $5.00 
Etc., etc.
GIFTS THAT LAST
Waterman's Pens, Eversharp Pencils, Cigarette Cases and Holdws, 
Flasks, Leather Goods, Mesh and Bead BagSi Tie Pins, Cuff Links, 
Book Ends, Crumb Trays, gives you an idea of the great variety pf 
gifts we are showing.
P E T T I G R E W
J e w e l l e r  a n d  D i a m o n d  M e r c h a n t
XMAS G IFT  SPECIA LIST
T H E  SEASON IS NOW  ON FOR B EA U TIFU L
CONCERTS
We are Agents for the famous
RADIOLA RECEIVERS, $4 5 . 0 0  and up
M ELCO SUPREM E and all Standard Makes 
FU L L  L IN E  OF ACCESSORIES IN  STOCK
KELOWNA FURKITUtE COMPANY
PENDOZI STREET Phone 33
B A C K E D  BY
st^rvice and Quality
YOUK U K D K RS W IL L  BE A PPREC IA TED  AND 
G IV K N  C A R E F U L  AND PROM PT A TTEN TIO N
W m . H A U G  S O N
Dealers in  Masons’ Supplies and Coal 
Phone db P .O . Box 166
A CHRISTIWAS BOX WORTH WTHLETHE WHXIS Celebrated Pianos and Players on
CRAW FORD'S, opposite C.P.R. W harf.
Uuring the months of November and December will give a 
CRED IT COUPON of 
$30.00 on the purchase' of a new Piano.
$50.00 on the purchase of a new Player Piano.
And Terms to suit on balance. Call and get particulars 
iS-lc
THE KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDIST
BOY SCOUT CLHJIIHN
Troop First I Self Last I 
Edited by “Pioneer.”
1st Kelowna Troop
Nov. 25tli, 1924.
Orders’for week ending Dec. 4,1924:
Duties: Orderly Patrol for week, Ea­
gles; next for duty. Otters.
Parades: The combined Troop will 
parade, at the Scout Hall on Monday, 
Dec. 1st, at 7.15 p.m. On account of 
the matches with the Penticton Troop 
to be held on the Friday evening pre? 
vious, there will be no practices that 
day. Those who arc billeting oiir visi­
tors, of whom there will be about 
twenty, should arrange to meet the 4 
o’clock ferry, as they arc coming up 
hy car and leaving by the 9 o’clock 
ferry next morning.
On Saturday, Dec. 6tb, we expect to 
entertain a boys’ basketball team from 
Kamloops under 16 years of age and 
125 pounds. They will also travel here 
by car and the only thing that will 
prevent the match will be bad roads. 
Either prclimiiiary to or after this 
match, our open weight team will play 
a team of Gyros apd we hope to get 
even for what they did to, us at soccer 
.last summer. Both teams number a- 
mong'st their players some of those 
who haye been representing Kelowna 
this season in her matches with out- 
of-town teams, so some first-class bas­
ketball may be expected.
The Lynx, minus the assistance of 
their Patrol Leader,/ were beaten by 
the 6wls in the Patrol basketball 
match last evening by 14 to 1. Next 
Monday the Wolves play the Eagles. 
These two Patrols tied for the cham­
pionship last season.
As both the Wolf Patrol Leader and 
Second were absent on Monday, their 
presentation of the ,2nd Law was post' 
poned to next Monday.
Recent tests, passed have been the 
following:-—Kim’s Game on the 18th 
inst., by Scouts G. Dunn, W. Gould, 
A. Stirling, G. Gooper and Hi. McClure, 
and on the 20th inst., by Scout K. 
Griffith.
I^oints of the Compass, on the 17th 
inst., by Scouts A. Hardie, K. Griffith, 
J . Witt, R. Lloyd Jones, R. Taggart 
and W. Neill, and on the 24th inst., by 
Scouts G. Cooper, C. Pettman and H. 
Weatheriil and Second H. Campbell.
Mile at Scout’s ' Pace, on the 17th 
inst., by Scouts R. Lloyd Jones and G. 
Hall, and, on the 24th inst., by Scouts 
N. Wright and G. Dunn.
All through the long hot summer 
the Ladies Auxiliary have been faith­
fully and energietically at work in the 
collecting of a number of recipes for 
various cakes, sweets, delicacies and 
dishes from the mothers of our Scouts 
and Cubs and a few of their friends, 
which early next month will be issued 
in book form for sale to the public. 
The little book will be got up in an at­
tractive manner with a paper cover on 
which will be engraved a picture of 
our Hall, and the retail price will be 
the very modest sum of 50c. It is ex­
pected that a great many of our local 
citizens, besides obtaining a copy for 
themselves, will include an extra copy 
in any Christmas box they may be 
sending^ away from or to home, and 
what morp acceptable or suitable gift 
could there be? As experts in making 
the subjects of the different recipes, 
we who have so often been privileged 
to appreciate them at home, in camp 
and at “bun-feed,” unhesitatingly place 
our mothers and their friends in first 
place—it fairly makes the Editor’s 
mouth water to think of these wonder­
ful dishes, into the mysteries of mak­
ing which the public is now going to 
be permitted entry. Too much credit 
cannot be given the Auxiliary, and par­
ticularly the Committee who have had 
the work in hand, for this novel, un­
selfish, interesting and serviceable me­
thod of making money*^or their zeal­
ous community upbuilding efforts. In 
their venture we bespeak the public’s 
most hearty sympathy and co-opera­
tion.
C. G. I. T.
Miss Fountain, B.A., Secretary of 
the Girls’ Wjsrk Board of the province, 
spoke to the Canadian Girls in Train­
ing on Monday evening. Her theme 
of the fourfqld life was most inspiring, 
and she left enthusiasm to work out 
the purpose and programme of our 
C. G. I. T.
KELOWNA W OLF CUBS
1st Kelowna Pack
Parades on Wednesday evening at 
7 sharp.
Orderly Sixer for week, Nov. 27th 
to Dec. 4th: Sixer James Stuart.
No more Recruits can be taken on 
the roll until after the Christmas holi­
days.
Football match on Saturday, Nov 
29th, against the East Kelowna Pack, 
2:30 p.m., at East Kelowna. Dr. Boyce 
has very kindly given permission to 
use his field (lately used by the Ches­
terfield School). We feel sure that the 
Cubs will appreciate the doctor’s kind­
ness and see that no damage is done 
to the surrounding property.
C. E. DAVIS. C.M.
OHIEF BELANGER 
Of the Montreal Police Force is an
important figure in the investigation
M ................... .......................of ontircars police affairs which is be­
ing conducted by Judge Coderre. Some 
of the evidence has been of a startling 
nature seriously reflecting on some 
members of the force.
NEW BUDGET IS
STRONGLY CRITICIZED
(Continued from page 1.)
GHLL BUIDE NOTES
quired to vote only $1,400,000 for in­
terest and sinking fund, whereas in 
the current budget they were asked for 
$5,500,000. He was proud to know that 
the sinking fund was in good shape, 
but declared that there was no sinking 
fund for $22,000,000 of the debt, of 
which $11,000,000 matured next' year 
and $8,000,000 the year after. These 
would have to be refunded and the pub­
lic called upon to provide additional 
votes for sinking fund to take care of, 
them.
Speaking of t^e proposed loan bill, 
Mr., Jones asked if the $300,000 re­
quired for the Sumas scheme was for 
the purpose of settling with the con­
tractors ,who were threatening a law­
suit.
In denying the Government's right 
to treat $15,000,000 of so-called reven 
ue producing debt as deduction from 
gross debtj Mr. Jones said that the 
$1,200,000 of industrial loans were 
$297,000, overdue and urged that'civ'l 
service reductions include Don B. 
Martyn, head of that department, who 
was not onlyancompetent, he declared, 
but had refused the Public Accounts 
Committee access to the auditor’s re­
port of his department. The Comp­
troller-General, in his report, comment­
ed on the fact that this loan was quot­
ed at itS' face value, without allowance 
for loss on^assisted industries already 
closed down.
The $2,000,000 conservation fund was 
also not revenue producing, the min­
ister having been forced to grant a 
moratorium which would have to be ex­
tended still further, he said.
“The only policy represented in this 
loan,” stated Mr, Jones, “was the pen-; 
urious banking policy of making a loan 
and then demanding the full pound of 
flesh. That will never put the fruit 
industry on its feet.” The’ error of it, 
he charged, was made manifest in the 
Oliver colony where the Government 
had not attempted to collect full rates 
from the settlers. *
Sumas was another account not earn­
ing revenue, he said. Estimated to 
cost $1,182,000, it had cost $3,109,000 
and a lawsuit was threatening from the 
contractors for still more money. The 
Comptroller-General ha,d drawn atten­
tion to the fact that the Land Settle­
ment Board was $639,000 in arrears on 
its loans. ‘
The South Okanagan project he de­
scribed as “Pattullo’s folly.” Estim­
ated to cost less than $1,000,000, it had 
cost $3,000,000 to date, not counting 
accrued interest, and the minister had 
not been able to sell an acre this year. 
The price of $350 an acre asked was 
adequate to meet the charges, he said, 
but land could ,not be sold at that fig­
ure. The best fruit-growing land in 
the Dry Belt was offered at $50 to $100 
an acre. In order to realize anything 
from the scheme, Mr. Jones said, the 
Government would have to put on its 
land at a real market value and adver­
tise it extensively in the Old Country 
and Eastern Canada.
The member for South Okanagan 
charged Premier Oliver with repudi­
ation of ro..eni election promises in re­
spect to the pronouncement in the 
Budget that there would be no change 
in taxation. Relief from the burden 
of taxes had been pledged by Hon. 
Mr. Oliver up and down the Province 
during the election campaign, he de­
clared. 'Relative to the tax on fruit 
trees, Mr. Jones charged that the Pre­
mier had pledged Jjis word that it 
would be wiped out. The tax was 
a most unjust one, he contended, and 
was based on an assessment amounting 
to from $200 to $225 an acre, figuring 
fifty trees to the acre.
Premier Oliver denied that he had 
given any definite promises respecting 
the tax on fruit trees, and his statement 
was met with a direct assertion that he 
had done so many times and that the 
failure of the Government to afford re­
lief to the fruitgrowers was palpable 
repudiation.
The Dry Belt, said Mr. Jones, was
pear Brownies: Are you really
“landing a hand and playing the 
game?” Would the grown folks at 
liomc know you were a Brownie if it 
were not that you have to be dressed 
for Brownie meetings? You know fa­
thers and mothers don’t often get a 
chance to sec your meeting and don’t 
know much about Brpwiiics, but they 
do know whether it is making you a 
happier, better little girl. They may 
not kqow much about your promise, 
but they do know if you arc keeping 
it. Arc you'playing the game at home 
and at school? Arc you playing the 
game with your Brown Owl? Not all, 
I am afraid, for at 4.20 last Tuesday 
the Pack were just geting started and 
one or two Browilics just arriving. 
You know the mcctihg should start 
at 4 and must end at 5 o’clock, and 
Brown Owl has so much to tell you 
and so many games and things to 
teach you that it is hard to get it all 
done even in that time. Just 'think of 
all the fun every one could have had 
in that twenty minutes if every one 
,liad been there! I am sure you will 
.SCO it isn't fair to Brown Owl', the 
Pack or yourself, and try and be a 
few minutes too soon in future.
Will any girls who have left the 
organization and have uniforms or 
equipment of any kind which they 
wish fo dispose of please hand ,a list 
pf same, with price wanted, to Alice 
Palmer? Several si^alliiig flags are 
especially desired.
BICYCLES MUST
CARRY LIGHTS
Amendment To Highway Act Is In­
troduced By Minister Of Public, 
Works
A bill amending the “Highway Act” 
has been laid before the Legislative 
Assembly by the Minister of Public 
Works and probably will become law 
in due course, under which bicycles 
must parry lights. Other clauses for­
bid the towing of bicycles behind any 
vehicle and the carrying of passengers 
on the handlebars or frame. The text 
of the clauses is as follows:
“33A. (1). ' Every bicycle propelled
by muscular power shall be equipped 
with a lamp mounted on the front 
thereof capable, of displaying a white 
light visible under normal iatmospheric 
conditions at least two hundred feet In 
the direction in which the bicycle is 
fronted,' and with a reflex mirror or 
lamp' mounted on the rear thereof cap­
able of reflecting or displaying a red 
light towards the rear, and such lamp 
or lamps shall be kept lighted during 
the period from one-half hour after 
sunset to one-half hour before sunrise 
while the bicycle is being ridden or 
propelled upon any highway.
“(2). No person shall ride or oper 
ate on any highway a bicycle which is 
trailed behind ly vehicle or street- 
railway car, whether attached to that 
vehicle or car by the arm and hand of 
the rider or operator of the bicycle 
or otherwise. ^
“(3). No person shall ride as a pas­
senger nor shall any person permit any 
other person to ride as a passenger on 
the handle-bars or frarne of any bicycle 
bn any highway in front of the per­
son propelling or operating the bicycle, 
“(4). Every person riding on or 
propelling or operating a bicycle on 
any highway in contravention of any 
provision of .this section shall be lia 
ble, on summary conviction, to a tine 
not exceeding twenty-five dollars.”
It is likely that a plebiscite will be 
taken at the next municipal election 
in Penticton to determine whether the 
manual training, domestic science and 
agricultural departments in the local 
schools are to be maintained.
the most heavily taxed area in the Pro­
vince.
Referring to the Personal Property 
Tax, the member for South Okanagan 
characterized it as being- unjust, un­
scientific and burdensome. At the in­
stigation of the Opposition the tax was 
reduced 50 per cent last year, he said, 
after a fight waged against it for two 
years. Businessmen from all parts of 
British Columbia were petitioning the 
Government for relief and, he declared, 
the Premier and other Government 
speakers in the election campaign had 
practically pledged themselves to elim­
inate the impost.
Mr. Jones read a number of tele­
grams which had been received from 
business associations in various scc- 
lions of the Province denouncing the 
lax and urging that relief measures be 
adopted. One of the messages came 
from Kamloops, another from New 
Westminster and another from Nel­
son, the Premier’s own riding. The 
Government, in failing to wipe out the 
Personal Property Tax, had committed 
a breach of faith with the business in­
terests of British Columbia, he charg­
ed.
“Taxation must be reduced,” the 
member for South Okanagan conclud­
ed. “Capital must be encouraged to 
come into the Province, the Govern­
ment must see to it that the public 
debt be not increased.”
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YOU E X PE C T
A T  T H E  K .G .E .
YOU G ET IT
TRY OUR FR ESH  CEREALS FOR B R E A K F A S T - 
R O LLED  OATS OATM EAL
w h e At l e t s  c r a c k e d  w h e a t
ROBIN HOOD AND PU R ITY  FLO U R 
Full line of
FE E D  AND PO U LTRY  SU PPLIE S 
HAY STRAW  GASOLINE & O ILS
KaOWNA GKOWERS' EXCHANtE
Wc keep open Saturday nights. 
Free Air Service.
Phone 29 
Free City Delivery.
Five Dollars for W riting 
A Letter
We arc offering a PKIZE of FIVE DOLLARS for tliij beat 
letter ctltitlcd “Why I do not swid my clothes to the Kelowna Steam
Laundiry,” xmd aiiother Prire of Five Dollars for the beet letter en­
titled. “Why I send my clothes to the Kelowna Steam I.aundry.f' 
All letters to be in our hanfls by Saturday. December 6th;. 
prizes awarded by December 13th. ^Idcrman Shepherd has Mndly 
consehted to act as judge.
K ELO W N A  STEAM  LAUNDRY
. ' 14-2c
mm
Christmas Gifts
W e have just received a large stock of
O RIEN TA L CURIOS, 
FANCY GOODS, 
TOYS, ETC.
T H E  V A R IET IE S AND PRICES ARE MOST 
A TTR A CTIV E .FOR CHRISTM AS G IFTS
Your early inspection of our stock is cordially invited;
The Japanese Store
Leon Ave,
14-5c
/ V ' ' '
s 'i? 
' ’ 1
p ’ ‘
A BRITISH DREADNOUGHT OF THE AIR 
The world’s largest and most powerful aeroplane, Britain’s first aerial 
battleship, made its trial flight recently near Hull, England, and proved to 
be perfect. It is named the “Cubaroo” . and is powered with a single engine 
of 1,000 horsepower. It is capable of travelling 120 miles per hour for 1,000 
miles without replenishing its fuel. It weighs nine tons, is 88 feet wide, 20 
feet high, and 54 feet long. When equipped for action it will carry three tons 
of bombs and torpedoes in addition to a crew of three.
RUTLAND
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Fleming have 
gone to the prairie and will be away 
for three weeks.
In place of the Rutland United So­
ciety, which held a number of success­
ful functions and meetings two years 
ago, it has been decided to hold a 
series of united church rallies once a 
month during the winter. The first 
one will be held next Friday, Decem­
ber Sth, at 8 p.m., in the Presbyterian 
Church, when the Rev. A. MacLurg 
will give an illustrated lecture on Ire­
land’s scenery, sentiment and song. 
At the close of the lecture refresh­
ments will be served. The charm of 
the Emerald Isle will doubtless draw 
a good crowd.
X m a s  G i f t s  
t h a t  a p p e a l  
t o  a l l -
Fuller Brushes in sets ana 
packed in holly boxes, Fuller 
Vanity Cases, Dresser Trays, 
Comb and ^Brush Sets. A 
wide selection of
FuR er B ru sh es
You may examine these ideal 
gifts in the comfort of your 
own home for I, the Fuller 
Man, bring them when 1 call.
Dr. Putman, one of the commission­
ers conducting an educational lurvey 
of the Province, paid a visit to the 
School on Friday morning, accompan­
ied by Mr. Hall, Public School' In­
spector. The doctor was an interested 
onlooker in the domestic science and 
manual training rooms.
Intelligence tests have been held’ for 
the Public School ^nd High School 
classes by the respective inspectors^
If you wish a special demonstra­
tion, write or phone me. No 
oNigation.
L. COMPTON 
Phone 347
Messrs. Hall and De Long. The re­
sults will not be made public, how­
ever, although it would be interesting 
to know how the scholars of Rutland 
Superior School compare with others.
w
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AJ
S C O T C H
W H I S K T
T ry
m
a  B o t t l e
M ake a  N e w  F riend
iHorMAcini
**0ANDV MACJDONALI) •; l$ ono 01 
^  Scoiliuul's r»f# pid J>nco
you Uwio It you II know how “Soft." 
mellow and stimulating Scotland • ,tn t 
really is. ;
For many ’gonenttloos " Sandy Mac.** m  
it is usumly called, has been known all
/^ C M L  L w u eu n  \
over Scotland—pretty well all over the 
world loo - ns a whisky that never \"ar»ei
In its high quality and reach* s a degree 
of purity and ••dohcscy" of flavour that 
is ^  unusual as it is satisfying
/S A ^foy  Ma<T> ^
Drink “Sandy Mac" yourself and put it
Inbefore your i endu who know what is 
flood-
SW, I
MAGDONAL . ORhBNLCBS ft WILLIAMS (DISTILLttUS)l LTD. 
. Lallh, Scotland.
$4.75 Per Bottle 
$5.25 Per Bottle
- . .  b y
Control Board or the Government of British Columbia.
SPECIAL LIQUEUR 
A. H. Ala 20 YEARS
4  4* ♦  4* tfr 4i ♦  4"f» ❖  ❖
#  ' ' 4
4* TWENTY YEARS AGO ♦♦  . , . --------  tf.
4  (From the files of "The Kelowna 4  
4> Clarion”) ' 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
November 24, 1904
"The real estate busincs.s Is still brisk 
;u Kelowna, a large number- of sales 
being reported,"
* * «
"R.I D. Sulivan returned this morn­
ing froth a hunting and, trapping ex­
pedition on the north fork of Kettle 
River. He brought back a fiite bag of 
furs consisting'of thirty-two marten,
one beaver and several lynx pelts/'
' a a *' .
"Last Thursday evening a number 
of citizens met a t’the homo of H. W, 
Raymcr to organize a society for the 
study of political economy. An article 
on Socialism in the Encyclopaedia 
Britaniiica was taken up and discussed 
with interest. It was decided to draw 
up a set. of rules for the governihent 
of the society, wliich task was delegat­
ed to three of the members. On the 
following Wednesday evening the soc­
iety met in Raymer’s Hall, and a small 
pamphlet op political economy was 
read apd discussed at length, many of 
those present, taking part in spirited 
discussions on woman’s franchise, the 
democratic form of government in 
vogue in'Switzerland, and other im­
portant socialistic subjects. The meet­
ing broke up at 9.30, to meet again 
next week. All taking an interest in the 
better gpvernmciit of our country are 
invited to attend and take part.”
rt -'I.'-
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WESTBANH
Mrs. Ateheson went to Penticton 
last week to visit her sister for some 
wcck.s.
Mr„ and Mrs. Wjin. Mackay and Mr. 
C. Butt left this morning for a short 
visit to the Coast.
Mr. Garraway, who has been on the 
prairie for some weeks, returned last 
week and brought his friend, Mr. Gor­
don, with hint.
DR. ALFRED SZE
Chinese Minister to the United 
States and formerly Chinese Ambas­
sador to the Court of St. James. He 
told the International Opium Confer­
ence, in Geneva, that the illicit cultiva­
tion of. opium in China was* due to the 
ambition of militarists, who encour­
aged the production, of poppy as a 
means of_ raising revenue to purchase 
arms. China's annual production of o- 
pium is estimated at between eight and 
fifteen thousand tons.
The telephone men, who have been 
working in this vicinity for the last 
month or more, arc moving to Peach- 
land.
4> * *
The last of a scries of meetings held 
by Mr. Rac, from the Coast, was held 
in the Schoolhousc Sunday evening 
and was largely attended.
JET-TRIMMED BLACK SATIN 
MAKES A SMART STREET 
COSTUME
;-T advertisenient is not publisbed or displayed h j  the Liquor
U b d e n v D o d
L « n A m D i T ’G i n
T h e  S t a n d a r d  o f  p u r i t y  
f o r  o v e r  1 6 0  y e a r s .
$3.25 per. Bottle
The Gin you Will ask for again
“Mr. and Mrs.; Kinnear and family, 
who came in from near Carman, Man,, 
on Friday, will locate in this district.'
"Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Grummett 
came in from Rapid City on Friday. 
At the present rate of arrivals, our 
population will' soon be distinctly 
Manitoban.” r
"Thanksgiving Day'passed off very 
quietly in Kelowna. All the business 
places 'wrere closed, but no services were 
held in any. of the churches.”
* * *
"The first snow has made its appear­
ance, -whitening the tops of the highest 
hills, while the valley has been visited 
by rain instead. This is decidedly a re­
markable fall, as snow generally falls 
in . the valley several weeks before this 
time.”
a»
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
. Control Board or the Government of British Columbia.
ADOLPH 2UKOR AND 
JCSSC.L.USKY PRESENT
^neC ireS's^
"The Aberdeen brought do’gjn a scow 
load of telegraph poles on Monday to 
be used on the new line now being con­
structed between here and Vernon. 
The construction gangs on both ends 
of the Hiie are pushing ' the work 
through, -which -will doubtless be corii- 
pleted in the course of a few weeks.”
Mr. Howard Jones, who has been 
working ip the Bank of Commerce 
at Penticton, was taken ill last week 
with inflahiniatory rheumatism and 
rheumatic fever. He was taken to the 
Hospital on Tuesday. His mother and 
father, who spent the week-fcnd with 
him, report him a trifle better. His 
many friends, both here, and in Pentic­
ton wish him a speedy recovery.
A dance was held at Mrs. A. E. 
Drought's home, Friday night, to fin­
ish raising the last payment for ,6ur 
community piano. There was a fine 
crowd and everybody reports having 
had a good time.
Mr. Will Gellatly and Mr. Charlie 
Butt were hunting last week and shot 
a deer each. Mr. Hardwicke, who went 
with them on Monday to help get 
their deer out, was fortunate enough 
to shoot one for himself. Westbank 
seems to, be getting its share this sea­
son..
♦ ♦ ♦
Five or six ladies from here en­
gaged Sid Mackay's car to go 'to 
Peachland Monday night to hear Dr. 
Litch, Baptist Superintendent of Miss­
ions. They enjoyed it very much as 
he was a fine speaker.
Mr. George. Brown was home from 
Kaleden for the week-end.
RHONDDA .W ELSH
MALE SINGERS
A Real Musical Treat Is Forecast For 
Tomorrow Night
"The real estate agents are still 
doing a rushinj^ businiess. The fol- 
bwing names are mentioned as having 
jought acre lots during the past week: 
G. A. McWilliams, Harold Newby, 
William Newby, Mrs. J. Ball, Mr.'Al­
exander, John Mayers, Geo. Mayers, 
John Hunfjord, Alfred Hanmore, A. 
E. Wilson, Mrs. A. E., Wilson.”
"Albert Brown and “Scotty” Craw­
ford have returned from a hunting 
trip, bringing back twenty-one marten 
skins.”
First worn at the Paris races, this 
chic outfit of black satin makes an 
unusual and smart costume. It .may 
also be worn to the afternoon tea- 
dance, and is appropriate for informal 
evening -wear.
The tunic, which reaches several 
inches below finger-tip length, is out­
lined in glistening jet buttons. The 
foundation skirt is straight and tight.
A little collarette is made of grebe 
■eathers, shading frpm a very light 
jlue to a deeper blue.
At the Empress Theatre, Friday and Saturday, Nov. 28th and 29th
An editorial note says: “Two weeks 
ago we made the statement that the 
petition for incorporation. had been 
completed. In this we were miistaken; 
the petition is not yet -prepared to our 
cnowledge, and swe fear that the sea­
son is now too late to bring the mat­
ter to conclusion before the beginning 
of the year. It is a great pity .that the 
preliminaries were not rushed through, 
as the licences are collectible in Janu­
ary. The licences will be one of the 
chief sources of revenue, and their loss 
will be a great detriment to the place 
during the ensuing year.''
H o i ^ s
Contented homes are sure signs 
of a prosperous country
Keep your money circulating 
at homê lhos stabilizing labour 
and business conditions and 
bringing contentment to (he 
homes of all our citizens by
BUYING BRITISH COLUMBIA PRODUCTS 
WHERE QUALITY AND PRICE ARE EQUAL
The Armstrong School Board has 
declined to accede to the application of 
two of the teaching staff for an increase 
of salary.
Steps are being taken by the Okan­
agan Oil and Gas Company to raise ad­
ditional capital, and, if successful, bor­
ing for oil will be. resumed at the well 
on the outskirts of Armstrong, where 
■work was discontinued in June, 1923, 
owing to lack of funds to carry it on. 
Before drilling ceased, oil sand was 
reached at a depth of about four hun­
dred feet and distinct traces of oil were 
washed from the samples brought to 
the surface.'
Armstrong is to hayc a school nurse 
and health visitor.
In 1904 the Okanagan Valley form­
ed part of the federal electoral district 
of Yale-Cariboo, comprising practically 
the whole of the territory now divided 
into the two constituencies of Yale and 
Cariboo. Owing to the enormous ex­
tent of the riding, the election date for 
it was deferred several weeks later than 
the date of the federal general election 
of that year, hence, when the electors 
of Yale-Cariboo went to the poll, they 
did so in the full knowledge that the 
result would have little effect upon the 
fortunes of the Lauricr government, 
which had been again returned to pow­
er with a large majority. The result 
\yas that comparatively little interest 
was taken in the poll, which was held 
on Nov. 22nd, and the following editor­
ial comment no doubt reflects the pop­
ular sentiment:
“Tuesday was rather quiet, consider­
ing it being election day in this district, 
many of both Conservatives and Lib­
erals not considering the event of suf­
ficient importance to take the trouble 
to poll their votes. The Liberals evid­
ently thought that now, as the govern- 
mcht is well established in a strong 
majority, it was unnecessary further to 
trouble themselves, while the Conser­
vatives realized the hopelessness of af­
fecting the govcrnnicnT's position, even 
if they succeeded in electing their can­
didate. The returns have not yet been 
received from several parts of the 
constituency, and it cannot be ascer­
tained who has won out; but whichever 
candidate has succeeded in winning the 
seat, the constituency will doubtless be 
well represented and neither party 
should feel particularly sore over its 
defeat.
‘■'One gratifying feature of the con­
test has been the cordial manner in 
which the campaign has been conduct­
ed, All parties concerned have re­
frained from the small personalities so 
often indulged in by politicians. The 
three candidates, although differing so 
widely in opinions, have shown that it 
is possible to still remain friends. We 
do not believe that this relation is pec­
uliar to Yale-Cariboo, but that it marks 
stage in the evolution of political 
thought throughout the Dominion. 
Probably the relations existing be­
tween the leaders of the two great 
parties. Sir Wilfrid Laurier and R. L. 
Borden, have done more to forward 
good feeling than anything else. The 
abolition of party prejudices will great- 
y assist in forwarding good govern­
ment in Canada.”
The election in Yale-Cariboo resulted 
i in the return of Duncan Ross, Liberal, 
who polled 2,011 votes to 1,850 for 
Martin Burrell, Conservative, and 497 
for Ernest Mills, Socialist. By a 
strange oversight, the figures for the 
Kelowna and neighbouring poIHng div­
isions which must have been readily 
accessible, were not published.
The Penticton Municipal Council is 
taking action to secure from the gov­
ernment the portion of the old bridge 
on the road to Summcrland which has 
not yet been torn down. If successful, 
the Council will utilize the demolition 
of the bridge as, a means of providing 
relief work during the winter. -Such 
lumber as is suitable will be retained 
for structural work, while the balance 
on hand will be given out as,firewood 
to those in necessitous circumstances.
The Welsh are world-famous as a 
nation of songsters. Kelowna folk 
whose period of residence here extends 
to pre-war days still remember .with 
pleasure the visits of the sjilendid 
Welsh Female Choir, and they there­
fore look, forward with keen anticipa­
tion to/ the advent of the Rhondda 
Welsh Male Chorus, which will be 
heard tomorrow night, Friday, Nov. 
28th, in the -United Church:
This is a remarkable aggregation, 
each member , a soloist of outstanding 
merit. It includes eight tenors, four 
baritones, one bass-baritone and one 
bass, in addition to the conductor and 
a piano soloist and accompanist. White 
all are noted vocalists, some of them 
Have exceptional records. For instance, 
Mr. Tudor Williams, tenor, of Na­
tional Eisteddfod fame, is the winner 
of over eighty contests; Mr. Steve Jen­
kins, brilliant operatic tenor, has won 
over two hundred prizes, and Mr. 
Robert Hopkins, baritone, has also 
won over two hundred contests, includ­
ing National Eisteddfod prizes.
With individual' talent happily and 
skilfully blended into a harmonious 
whole, the Rhondda Welsh Male Chor­
us has'become a great vocal in.strument 
with all the light and shade, the pow­
er and the tenderness of a magnificent 
pipe organ, reinforced by that which 
no ipere mechanism can convey—the 
human quality. Singing at Bie great 
International Musical Festival in Pitts­
burg, Pa., an event in which fifty-three 
of the leading choirs on the continent 
took part, the Rhondda Welsh Male 
Chorus carried off the first prize of 
$1,000. Wherever they have sung on 
their present tour through Canada, the 
Welsh songsters have enraptured their 
audiences and the newspaper critiques 
are couched in the highest terms of ap­
preciation. ^ It is therefore with good 
reason that the music-loving public of 
Kelowna may look forward to a real 
musical treat tomorrow night
Penticton Indiahs arc predicting a 
moderate winter. Indications, they say, 
arc that the cold spells will be of rea­
sonably short duration and intersper­
sed with bright) moderately ' warm 
weather.
■w
The “Herald’' states that there has 
been a very satisfactory improvement 
in the rcak estate business in the Pcn7 
ticton district during the past three or 
four months, considerably' more prop­
erty having changed hands during this 
pct’iod than was the case during the 
same months last year.
T h e  F r e s h  F l a v o r
4>r " 1'
Mr. George Hewlett and Mr. Mur­
ray Smith have each installed a $150 
radio set.
, , , ' a - M j a k .  ' h«»7
a l b r a l t i t o  p u r l t T ^ o f  t ln Q  
B e llc io ta ®  t o  tb®  l o s t  d r o p a  — T r y  I t .
O r d e r  Y o u r  
F a r m  H e l p  N o w
TO BE OF SERVICE to Weatom Canadian farmers and help 
to meet their needs in securing competent farm help, the 
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY will continue its farm help 
sorvicor during 1926 and will include in this service, as lust 
year, the supply of wonflen domestics and boys.
Ihrough experience In the last two years, the Company dŝ  now 
in touch with a number of good farm laborers in Great BritUin,r l o m ur ui>
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, France, Holland, Svdtzeriâ ^̂  
other EuSuropean. countries and can promptly fill npj l̂cations 
for farm hmp.
In order to have the help reach Canada in time for the spring 
operations, farmers requiring help must get their annlications 
in early, to enable us to secure the help needed.
'Blank application forms and full information regarding the 
service may be obtained from any C .P ^ .^ a ^ n t or fmm 
of the officials listed below* TIIE SERVICE IS ENTIRELY 
FREE OP CHARGE.
THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAIL\A^ COMPANY
DepUrtment of Colonization and Development.
' WINKIPEGr—M. E. Thornton, Suporlntondoit o( Colonliatlaa. '
T. S. Achcaon. General Asrrlcultural A««nt.
* Canada Colonicatlon Association.
GA8EATOON—W. J. Gerow, Land Aijeat. . .
H. F. Komor, Spccinr Colonisation Agont.
P2EG1NA—G. D. Brophy, District Passenger AgenL  ̂ _
CALGABY—T. O. F. Herzor. Assistant to Snperlntendcnt OS 
' ' Colonisation. '
EDMONTON—J. Minor, Land Agent.
■YANCODVEB—H. J. Loughran, Land Agent. ,
II (L p  Creanwell ' . J: S. DENNIS,
" • ^ • ^ • ‘^^orlntendont. • Chief Con>ml«lon.r.
BELATED HUSBAND: "Let me in Susie—just come from 
meeting of Labour Union—considering what we’ll do about the 
strike.”
SUSIE: "Well, you can just sit down there and consider what 
you will do about the lock-outl” —The Passing Show.
1
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P r o FESsional  & T rades
DR. J .  W. N. SHEPHERD
DENTIST
Cot. PendoxI St. (& Lawrence Avc.
BURNE & W EDDELL
Barrlater, Solicitors and 
Notaries Public
E, C. Weddell '
(EBtablishcd 1903)
KELOWNA, B.C.
HDRRIS &  MCWILLIAMS
BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS, 
NOTARIES PUBLIC 
(Successors to R. C. Kerr) 
Roweliffe Block. Kelowna, B.C.
RITCHIE & SHAW
b a r r i s t e r s , SOLICITORS,
NOTARIES PUBLIC 
Willits Blpck Kelowna, B.C>
H E R B E R T  V. CRAIG
b a r r i s t e r -a t -l a w  ^
SOLICITOR, NOTARY PUBLIC 
(Late* Registrar of Titles, Kam­
loops),
KELOWNA - B. C.
MRS. A. J . PRITCHARD
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M.
‘ Silver Medalist (London, England) 
Teacher of Pianoforte and Theory, 
studio: Corner of Richter St. and 
Harvey Avc. Phone 22S-L3; P.0.294
THE KELOWNA PLUMBING 
and SHEET METAL WORKS
V/. G. SCOTT, Proprietor 
’Phones: Bus. 164 Res. 91
P.O. Box 22
VERNON GRANITE &
. MARBLE CO.
Quarrying and Cut Stone Contract­
ors, Monuments, Tombstones and 
General Cemetery Work 
Designs and Prices may be ob­
tained from R. Minns, Local Agent
F. W . GROVES
M. Can. Soc. C. TC.
Consultingi Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B, C. Land Surveyor
Survevs and Kc|M»rLH cm IrritculioivW‘̂*'l̂** Applications for Water LicciiiKes
KELOWNA. B.C.
ADDOTT &  McDOUGALL
B. C. LAND SURVEYORS AND 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 
Hewetson & Mantle Block 
KELOWNA
JOSEPH ROSSI
. C O N T R A C T O R '  
P laste ring  arid M asonry 
Office: - D C hapm an B arn
’Phone 298
WARD & BALOOCK
Brickwork Plasterers 
Concrete
PH ONE 390 BOX 399
NOW is the time to buy.
Sole agent for
DE FOREST CROSLEY 
a new line now on hand.
Sets built to your order. 
F; W.'SIMMONS
A. Pilato
Boot and Shoe Repairer
Has removed to LEON AVENUE
oi>posite Kelowna Club, Pendozi St. 
i'ry us once for service and prices.
12-4p
BLACKdWOUNTAIN IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT' «t' * *
Payment Of Tolls .
Water users arc hereby notified that 
payment of the tolls for the current 
year should be made on or before Mon­
day, December 1st, as btherwise the 
10% discount cannot be allowed.
J. R. BEALE,
Collector.
Rutland, B. C. IS-lc
R̂ECHARGING
Thom son &  Cope
EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
Phbne 342
EASY
PHONE 121
Sutherland’s Bakery
Phone 121 Bernard Ave.
KNOWLES’$1.00 SALE 
OF HIODEN GIFTS
Saturday, HoveniftBr 29III
Starting at 2.30 p.m.
We have made up a number of 
parcels containing R i n g s ,  
Brooches, Pendants, Cut Glass, 
China, French • Ivory, Boys’ 
Watches, etc., etc., which we 
are offering at g l . O O
6oClT
Included in. these are several 
parcels which contain written 
orders for the following Big 
Gifts
$31.50 Diamond Ring, single 
. stone, carved setting.
$27.50 3-piece Silver Tea Set.
$10,00 Cream and Sugar, silver 
stand.
Each package contains an ar­
ticle which we sell regularly 
from $1.00 to $5.00. You will 
find the original tickets on all 
the articles so you know just 
what you are getting.
Take your chance and choice 
of a Grand Prize at $1.00.
NOTICE
P. BURNS & CO. 
are opening a
X M A S  C L U B
An easy way to provide for 
. your big Xmas Dinner.
CLUB OPENS 1st w eek,in  
October; closes on the 23rd of 
December.
Come in . and ask about it.
We Are Sure You WiU Join,
<W3c
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l i l t  a c LU tvivA  c u u m t K
AND.,
Okanagan Orchardlst.
Owned and Edited by .
G. C. ROSE.
Circulation, 1,200
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
(Strictly in Advance)
I To any address in the British Empire 
$2.50 per year. To the united
ELECTRIC TRpUBLES
cannot be eliminated by mere ordin­
ary mechanics. You get the services 
of a skilled electrician here at the 
price you will have to pay for infer­
ior services elsewhere. Wc confine 
our work to this one line and for | 
that reason arc able to give you 
efficient results. Wc arc ignition 
and lighting specialists.
. Wc carry a full line of ignition 
parts.' , ■''/ , ' ■
Come in and hear the RADIO^
States and other . foreign countries, 
$3.00 per year. ,
The COURIER docs not necessarily 
endorse the sentiments of any con­
tributed article. .
To ensure acccptaiicc, all manuscript 
phould be Icgibily written , on one 
side of the paper only. Typewritten 
copy is preferred.
Letters to the editor, will not be ac­
cepted for publication over a "nom 
dc plume"; the writer’s correct name 
must be appended.
Contributed matter received after 
Wednesday noon will not be pub­
lished until the followibg week.
The trip to i  haoov meal 
time is an easy journey if you 
place our bread upon your ta­
ble. It’s the one sure method 
of making your meal complete. 
Your friends and neighbours 
have ptoveri this to be true. 
Why don’t you ?
ADVERTISING RATES
Classified Advertisenrents—Such as 
For Sale, Lost, Found, Wanted, 
etc., under heading "Want Ads." 
First insertion, IS cents per^ line; 
each additional insertion, without 
change of matter, 10 cents per line. 
Minimum charge per week, 30 
cents. Count five words to line. 
Each initial and group of not more 
than five figures counts as a word. 
Filihg fee for box numbers, c/o 
The Courier, if desired, 10 cents 
extra.
Transient and Contract Advertise­
ments—Rates quoted bn application.
Legal and Municipal Advertising:-— 
First insertion, 15 cents per line, 
each subsequent insertion, 10 cents 
per line.
Contract advertisers will please note 
that, to insure insertion in. the cur­
rent week’s issue, all changes of 
advertisements must reach this 
office by Monday night. This rule 
is in the mutual interests of patrons
and publisher, to avoid a congestion 
on Wednesday and Thursday and
consequent night work, and to 
facilitate publication of The Courier 
BO as to reach country' customers 
before Saturday.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1924
EDUCATIONAL
PROBLEMS DISCUSSED
(Continued from page 1)
they again begaifi visiting them so as to 
see the different types of schools in 
various parts of the province. They 
had been up to Cariboo and they had 
visited the country between Prince 
George and Prince Rupert. Dr. Weir 
had also visited a number of s.chools in
Mr. Foster had pointed out that a 
child had to. make a big jump when he 
entered High School, having to take 
up a number of subjects he had never 
studied before. Then, again, up to that 
time he had had only one teacher in 
the Public' School, while, iî  the case 
of Kelowna, he would have three in the 
High School, and in the large cities 
many teachers. T h is ' was a problem 
that was dealt with very differently in 
Great Britain and the United States,
in which countric.s, while the
School course was four years, the c 
would not start four new subjects ju 
bis first year but one new subject in 
each year, and*his initiation was there­
fore more gradual.
The Teaching Of "Nonsense” 
Tfustcc R. J. GovdOiij who was called 
upon, modestly disclaimed any large 
knowledge of educational affairs but ex­
pressed pleasure that fiiis survey was 
being made. He had often heard criti­
cism of' the educational system, cs-
Eccially that there was too much of a reach between the Public Schools and 
the High .Schools. He had also heard 
criticism of the type of subjects taught, 
some of which had been dubbed by 
some people as "nonsense" because 
they considered them of no use in after 
years. On the other hand, he under­
stood that the High School curriculum 
had been carefully' devised so as to
the Kootenays, and they now wanted 
to see what the schools looked like the Ontario High Schools, whereas
train a child’s mind and teach him how 
to learn. Any criticism, he. wished to 
make clear, was not of the schools but 
of the educational system laid down by 
the Government
As to the administration of the local 
schools, the . Kelowna School Board 
had no difficulty whatsoever, their re­
lations with the City Council being 
quite satisfactory.
He could not sec that it would afford 
any relief to, have the Government take 
over the schools, which had to be paid 
for in any case, and the money would 
have „to be found through taxation 
Government operation of the schools 
might oijen up an avenue for their use 
for political purposes, which absolutely 
should be avoided. Also gOYcrnmcnt 
administration would be apt to take 
away public interest ‘ in the schools, 
which would be : a most unfortunate 
result.
Replying to a. question by Mr. Gor 
don as to home work in Ontario, Dr. 
Putman stated that a modest amount 
was the general custom, and that there 
had been a great deal of discussion as 
to the type of home work rather than 
the amount. Referring to the great 
break in this province between the ele­
mentary schools and the High Schools, 
he said people from the Old Country 
would be aware that there the children 
began secondary school work at a 
much earlier age than here. In B. C. 
the - children entered High School at 
an average age of 15, which was much 
too late. They should begin languages, 
for instance, two or three years earlier, 
v)hen the mind was more pliable and 
adaptable and learning was correspond­
ingly easier. We had copied American 
methods in regard to almost everything 
in our schools, and he doubted wheth­
er this had been wise.
In answer to a further question by 
Mr. Gordon, who asked if the point had 
been raised as to what languages were 
worthwhile, , i)r. , Putman said that 
Greek had almost 'disappeared from
in the most prosperous part of the 
province, hence they came to the Ok­
anagan. They , would finish up their 
tour by visiting schools at the Coast.
If the people here could have seen 
what the Commissioners saw at those 
remote northern schools, far removed 
from transportation in many cases, 
wifh only six or seven children in at­
tendance, no housing accommodation 
for teachers, and many other draw­
backs, they would bp able to appre­
ciate the difficulties which the Depart­
ment of Education had ; to meet in
handling., the educational problem. _ 
Dr. Putman, concluded by inviting
any of those present to speak who had 
difficulties to be solved or suggestions 
to offer. He would suggest that rep­
resentatives of the City Council speak 
first, to .be followed by representatives 
of the School Board and then by thfe 
public generally.
No representatives of the Council 
came forward, the annual ball of the 
Fire Brigade apparently having proved 
too strong a counter attraction. For 
the School Board, Mrs. W. B. M. 
Calder, chairman, was very brief, con­
tenting herself with stating that they 
were quite satisfied with their treat­
ment by the City Council and with 
the state of educational affairs, but, of
course, they rnight need enlightenment, 
ch ■ “High S ool Curriculum
Trustee W. R. Foster pointed out 
that the High School course in Brit­
ish Columbia was three years instead 
of four in the East, and it seemed^ as 
though there was too much crowding 
into the shorter course herq. The 
children in the .Public Schools knew 
nothing of languages, and he won­
dered whether such subjects could not 
be taken up during the last year in 
Piiblic School so as to relieve some of 
the pressure in High School.
‘ Dr. Putman said the point raised by 
Mr. Foster was a very important one. 
as the Commissioners had been told 
by scores of parents that their child­
ren were overburdened with school 
work and they wanted home work to 
be abolished. To secure a change, ei­
ther the school course would have to 
be lightened, or the school day leng­
thened, of the programme would have 
to be changed. Some supported leng­
thening the school day to six or six 
and one-half hours, so that a child
forty years ago about half the boys 
learned^ Greek. In some of the High 
Schools the teaching "of German had 
ceased during the war and Spanish had 
been taught instead. In California and 
New York there were good reasons for 
the teaching of Spanish on- account of 
its commercial value, but these reasons 
probably would not count for much in 
B. C. French, of course, was generally 
taught.
School Buildings Problem In 
Vancouver"
Dr, Putman wondered whether Mr. 
Gordon’s opinion against the Govern­
ment taking over the schools was the 
general opinion. The Associated Pro­
perty Owners,, of Vancouver, he 
thought, would hold up their hands 
for the proposal in order to get rid of 
this “intolerable burden of the schools."
Mr, Gordon said there seemed to be 
a ring in Vancouver that resisted the 
passage of money by-laws in that city 
for school purposes, and such a con­
dition obtained in Vancouver alone.
There were special difficulties, in 
Vancouver, stated Dr. Putman, There 
were 168 frame school-rooms in the 
school grounds, yet the problem of 
school buildings at the Coast was a 
simple one, he thought, compared to 
what had to be faced in the East and 
on the Prairies, where double windows 
and an elaborate system of heating 
and forced ventilation were requirec 
in winter. It might be possible that the 
objection to expenditure on schoo 
buildings in Vancouver was on ac­
count of the costly type of schools al­
ready erected and the expensive fittings 
which were not necessary when much 
simpler things would do. The one 
cheap thing they could not afford to 
have within a school was a cheap tea 
cher, as then they would have a chieap 
type of education.
Music And Physical Trmning
Replying to questions as to the place 
of physical training and music in the 
schools, Dr. Putman said he was 
strongly in favour of healthful games, 
physical exercises and music for school 
children under the supervision of their 
teachers. The schools in Boston and 
Toronto had singing every day. Every 
teacher in England was trained to teach 
singing. In England, needlework was 
also taught. Did they not find in this 
community young women starting out 
in married life who could not make 
anything for themselves with the need-
could do all his studies in school tin-j ^  little girl between 8 and 10 
der the supervision  ̂o^  his_i learned easily what became an intoler-
while others wished home work to be 
retained.
As to the length of the High School 
course, all throughout the United 
States it was four years, the same in 
Ontario, and in Saskatchewan it was 
three or four years according to the 
ability of the'child. It was matter for 
enquiry whether it was imposing too 
heavy a burden upon a child to put 
all the subjects of a High School 
course into three years.
As to foreign languages, was it right 
that a child should study two of these 
and put in twice as much time upon 
them as on his own language? Some 
suggested that it would be better to 
have more > natural science, more his­
tory and /so on. He vvished to em­
phasize that he was making no pro­
nouncement upon these questions; he
able burden to learn at 14 or 15, These 
were problems that had to be consid­
ered, as they bore upon the nature of 
the school curriculum. A comparative­
ly small community like this could not 
afford to have special teachers for mu­
sic and sewing, but all teachers should 
receive training in these subjects so 
as to he able to impart instr'^uction. 
The School In Place Of The Home 
Dr. J. E. Wright enquired if Dr. 
Putman intended to convey the idea 
that many things that used to be done 
in the home had now to be done in 
school.
■ Dr. Putman, in reply, said it was the 
pioneer type of life that made a people 
great, but people were prone to think 
in terms of the concrete. -He thought 
of the things his father could dd that 
he could not do. The Ontario farmerm K CK 4 4 ̂  A 4 4 4 4 4 A4 hJ 4/ 4 4 4 4 4 w V. V4 V# 0 44 410 | 4 4 * . * •  ̂ '
was merely .enumerating some of the of a generation or two ago >yas a_ com- 
problcms that came up. I (Continued on page 5)
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bought at 40c on the 
Dollar, goes on Sale
FRIDAY MORN-
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Wallace Ltd. stock 
bought at 40c on the 
Dollar, goes on Sale
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FRIDAY MORN­
ING, NOV. 28th
W A U A C E  L T D . of L D M B Y
A T A R A T E  ON T H E  D O LLA R
and are putting it on SALE, FRl£)AY, MORNING, NOVEMBER 28th, at ridiculous 
prices. This stock is all strictly new goods as Wallace Ltd  ̂ were in business in Lumhy loss 
than a year and as we are-always on the look out for a good buy so that. \ve can pass it on 
to ‘our customers, this one looked ekceptiohally good to us. So here it is. lielp yoUrself 
to the lowest prices offered in Kelowna for many a day. Friday morning the Sale opens and 
will continue until this stock is sold out completely.
Staple Dry Goods
35c English* Prints, light or dark colors;
SALE PRICE, per yard ...................-.... .
3Sc Cajiton Flannel, heavy fleece;
per yard .....................................................
35c English Ginghams, good assortment
of patterns; per yard ......... ..... ............ •
Absorbent Cheese Cloth, snowy white;
per yard ............. ............... ——  ..... ...........
Sewing Cotton, black or white, per spool .. 
10c Hair Nets with or without clastic, each 
Big assortment of Wrapperettes;
per . yard .... ....................... .... .............. .......
36-inch Pyjama Cloth,, plain or fancy;
per yard ■
30-inch Colored Flannelette;
pier yard  ...............-..... ........................... —-
I 70c Grey Shirting Flannel; 
per 3'ard
Yard wide Comfort Coverings in a dozen 
patterns; On Sale, per yard .......... — —
Heavy Cretonnes for Curtains or Draping; also some
Art Sateens in this lot; lovely new pat- O Q p  
terns; Sale Price, per yard ..... .
WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S WEAR GOES 
ON SALE FRIDAY MORNING AT 
A’TTRACTiyE PRICES •
Men’s Work Boots at Sale Prices
This Work Boot is a strong solid leather boot, it 
is worth twice what we are asking for it. Thick
heavy soles stitched and nailed. Every (PO Q K  
pair guaranteed. Sale Price ...........
Men’s Genuine South African Field B ^ ts . These 
are advertised for much more, by different shoe 
stores. Made in England, and every pair h ^
"^outh A fri^n Field" Boot" stamped $ 4 .9 5
on it. Sale Price ....... .......... —-........... --
Men’s tan calf wool lined English House $ 3 .2 5
Slippers; Sale Price .................. .........-
Boys’ all leather Shoes, with slug soles' that w e^
and wear; sizes 1 to Syi, $3.95; $ 2 .9 5
13J  ̂ and) smaller .................. -..... -.....—-
Millinery Clearance
Children’s Fall and Winter Hats at a O f i %
Discount of ...... .....................................
Splendid assortment . of Dressy Hats.
LADIES’ HATS IN TW O LOTS
Lot No. 1. All of this season’s pattern Hats in values
• $ 5 .9 8to $12.00;ON SALE at 
Lot No. 2. Ready to wear Hats that ai;e excellent
value at $5.75; $ 3 .9 5
ON SALE at
ANNDUNCING A SPECIAL PURCHASE OF 
SHOES TO SELL AT BARGAIN PRICES
SEE OUR WINDOWS
Ladies’ and Misses’ Shoes
Ladies’ allvleather one strap House Slippers; also 
velvet strap Slippers, with Louis heel, 7 5
new stock; Sale Price, per pair
Women’s heavy grain Bluchers, cut high $ 3 .2 5
top, standard soles; Sale Price, per pair 
Women’s grey Suede Oxfords, full fitting; (I?K
SALE PRICE ...... ..... .......................  -
Women’s Patent Strap and Suede Oxfords; just the 
thing for winter wear;
Odd lines of Invictus Dress Shoes and Q K
Oxfords, reg. $7.50; Sale Price ..........  tO O .i/eP
Misses’ Classic made patent strap brown or black
kid Slippers, alFsizes; $ 2 .7 5
SALE PRICE
I’s and Boys’ Shoes
Men’s genuine Slater Shoes on Sale.
These Shoes are reg. $12 and $10 values. Wc have a 
wonderful assortment to choose from. Q K
Extra Special, per pair ...... .............. .
Broadway Shoes for men. They can’t be beat for 
wear and style. Every pair solid leather. These are 
worth $7.50. Five styles to choose from. /I K 
QAT.F. PRICE .............. ..............
/■
Ladles’ Skirts
22c 
2 4 c  
22c 
8 c
2 5 c
3 9 c
2 7 c
4 8 c
$1,95 Serges and Tweeds, suitable for $ 1 . 0 0
skirts and dresses; Sale Price, per yard '
$2.25 and $2.50 Tweed Skirting, latest (P I  K A
patterns; Sale Price, per yard ..........
Canadian made colored Sateens, all colors
and black; per yard .......................... .
65c Crepe Kimona Cloths, per yard ...........
40-inch Factory Cotton;
I, SALE PRICE, per yard ....... . .................
I Yard wide Madapolam for underwear,
sterling quality; per yard .......................
Huckaback Towelling, fully bleached;
per yard; ................ .—................................. .
Finest Linen Guest Towelling, per yard ....._...™.^Zc
35c pure Linen Roller Towelling; 
j^ALE ■ PRICE, per yard  — .............
$7.50 all wool (jrepe and Horhespun , OJQ O K
Skirts;, On Sale .....u................................ i ,
$37.50 Ladies’ Suits in Tricotinc and Poirct Twills, 
beautifully finished and of the very ^ O K  A A  
latest styles; Sale Price
Oversize Tweeds, and Serges in neatly (|**| Q  *7^4 
trimmed new designs; On Sale at tDAS/# • v  
ALL DRESSES AND COATS AT Sa!l E 
PRICES
The Season’s Latest. , Womenis Silk and Wool Suits, ( 
, smart cardigan effect with plain skirt, O  K A  
assorted colors;' Sale PriCc ................
Girls’ Navy Serge Dresses in sizes up to O ^ t
These have pleated skirts and trimmed with neat 
silk collars and belted styles; regular $6.95. SALE
PRIC]5 for . all sizes ............. ..... ............ . . $4.95
Girls’ all wool Sweater Coats, sizes up to 26 in pull­
over style with, collar turn-down, assor- A  A
ted colors; Sale Price any size ..........  tl/X » U v
$1.50 assortment of Wdol 'Tams, Scarves, :
■ etc.; yoUr choice, each
2 9 c
39c
2 9 c  
3 2  c  
2 7 c
Man’s Wear at Great Savings
Big Gretanne and Curtain Material Values
UNIVERSAL AND PENMAN MAKE
Men’s Sweaters, $1.50 v
100 per cent pure wool, sleeveless Sweaters, d*"! K A
this is popular weight; Sale Price ..... .
i Pure Wool Sweaters, $2.95
Guaranteed pure wool, every Sweater worth twice 
what we are asking; long' sleeve and V O K
nick collar; Sale Pricq .............
Men’s. Sweaters, $2.45
100 per cent pure wool, assorted colors, in A K  
^pullover style only; Sale ■ Price ............
Men’s Sweaters, $5.95
This is the famous JUMBO KNIT, all wool with 
heavy roll'collar, colors saxony, blue, C K  0 ^ ^  
brown and grey; Sale Price....... .........;...
Men’s heavy shawl neck and button C O  O K
Sweaters; Sale Price ..... .......................
. Men’s Hats, $2.95
Real high grade Felt Hats, assorted colors, in grey, , 
blue, sax, fawn and^ black; C O  O ^
Men’s reg. $6.00 real Fur Felt Hats, made by the - 
best makers in Canada; C Q  O K
SALE PRICE :...... ..............
Men’s reg. 6Sc Cashmere Hose, assorted (j*"! A  A  
colors; Sale Price, 2 pairs for .....
Men’s reg. 8Sc medium weight Sox, colors green, grey
...................$ 1 .4 5Sale Price, 2 pairs for
Men’s Dress Flannel Shirts Vwith collar $ 1 .7 5
attached, assorted colors; Sale Price 
Great saving on Men’s and Boys’ Winter Overcoats.lyiiraf-tr tir/’irtl ■ •$ 2 2 .5 0Every Coat pure woo .
SALE PRICE
Men’s Wool Sox, 2 pairs $1.00 
This is a new line which we have introduced. All 
wool and they sell in the regular way for $ 1 . 0 0
75c. Sale Price, 2 pairs for
• Genuine Velour Hats, $3.45
Fine quality velour fawn, dark grey or $ 3 .4 5
light grey, worth $5; 'Sale Price
Men’s Underwear at Sale Prices
We sell a lot of UNDERWEAR and are going to
make this a BIG UNDERWEAR EVENT.
Wonderful range of the best makes made in Canada.
Our Leader, $3.25
100 per cent pure wool Vel-Vo-Knit, worth $5,00 a 
suit, in a nice weight for the coming CO OK 
weather; in Combinations, Sale Price
Our Leader in a Heavy Weight, $4.25
100 per cent pure wool Vel-Vo-Knit made; O K
in Combinations; Sale Price .............
Men’s Underwear, $3.95
Men’s wool Underwear, Admiral make, in Shirts, 
Drawers or Combinations; C Q  Q K
SALE PRICE, per suit ........ ................  fD O m U U
Men’s Fleeced Underwean $2.25
Penman’s fleeced lined Underwear, Shirts, CQ OK 
Drawers or Combinations; Sale Price
Men’s Warm Flannel Pyjamas; (PA / I K
SALE PRICE ...... ....................... .
Men’s heavy weight ribbed pure wool Underwear, 
worth $4.00 per suit. Shirts and'Drawers; (PQ A  A  
Sale Price, per suit ............... ...... .......
Men’s genuine horse hide Glovc^, extra $ 1 .4 5
warm lined, reg. $2.00; Sale Price 
We have dozens of other Bargains for Men not 
mentioned here.
Save.on Boys’ Wear During Tills Sals
Your unrestricted choice of Boys’ Caps, 7 K /»
all sizes; each ........ ...................................... •
BOYS’ SWEATERS are going out fast at these
Low Prices
Every Sweater brand new stock, Bous Wool Swea­
ters in a big line to choose from. Some have shawl
collar, others V, neck; all ^izes; $ 1 .5 0
SALE PRICE
A big lot of Cashmere Sweatees, assorted $ 1 .9 5
colors and -weight, to go at. Sale Price 
Boys’ all' wool Vcl-Vo-Knit Combinations, short 
knee length or long ankle, all sizes; (P I Q K
Sale Price, per suit ................................
Wonderful range of Boys’ Golf Hose to
clear at, per pair ...... ..... .......-..........  U i /V
GREAT CLEARANCE OF BOYS’ SUI-PS 
Every' Suit of Boys’ Clothing marked at Sale Prices. 
Some, have two pairs pants, at $7.50.  ̂ Bring iti 
your' hoy, and outfit him at these great savings.
■k'l; ■■:
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W ANT ADS.
[j'irst insertion: 15 cents per line;
each additional inaertion. 10 cents 
per line. Minimum charge per 
week, 30 cents.
In estimating the post of an adver­
tisement, subject to the minimum 
charge as stated above, each Initial,
A n n o u n c e m e n t s
^iftcen cents per line,,each inser­
tion; minimum charge^ 30 cents. 
Count live words to line. Each 
initial and group of not more 
than live figures cognts as 
' • word. ' '
Mr. Alfred Ruffle, a Pcachland rcsid- copying them down in order to work 
_ - 1 T-% 1 iicn t who got lost while hunting,in the them out. A, texicher should forget
I ^rif*?ll J i n f l  r  C r S O n n l  llhillsbetwcen Pcilchland and Westbauk, sometimes-that she had a blackboard ciiiv* * ,,y ^cck. und shouW r^ d  out the problems, giv-
------- -  after Jidng missing for several days.Ijng the cluldrcn so long to get them
Mr. S. T. McNabb.wcnt to Vancou- ^ ^ s a p i u x T c m l y  has »«V f‘^^crcd dovvn dawdling
I ver on Monday. by the exposure and the lack of proper | and shitticssncss.
* ' food ‘ ....... ..Another question having been asked
inmHUtMHmmmNmMHmiiHiMimtMitmmmnmtmmNJMtmniMiHMmHnniHiMiMiMmiMmnul
Mr. L. 
Coast on drill a..d each icachlr was BuppoBcd 10
Visit Knowles’ .$1,00 Sale Saturd.iy. Mr. Arthur G, Brunette left on Mon day for Vancouver, > ents of the United Church was a hiabbreviation or group of figures not A ^ ^ ^  _  , '
exceeding five counts as one word, $27.50 Silver lea set. $31.50 Diamond Mr. H. Lee returned 
nnd five words count as one line. King. $10.00 Cream and Sugar. All from a visit to the Coast.
S Junior
ry da> 
High Sctioolaand enjoyable affair, four hundrc< 
on Tuesday I guests being entertained. , An .cight-| g g'aid' as^
If so desired, advertisers may have priced at one dollar. See ad. 
- " box number,<
Mrs. Gore agre^tfwith what previous 
speakers had sai  as t6 the strain upon 
children of taking up so many newA .  ̂A C iM t . J—ft IOli " I Kuig, :;,iu.uu cr a  ana augar. .fyin  a visit to tfic c ast. i piece orchestra played during the ex .....
Mrs. R, N. Dundas was a passenger | wards a varied programm) was render- also aftriU  tfat the teaching
on can”at‘'oVficc. "Fo'r’tius service, add I of Sinnmcrland, will deliver a Icxturc I gu;7t‘ aJ* LSkeView I D “/" ‘‘'"i* topl^^rs. _Gorpp meantn -....t- rŵ ntn<yn nr filimr. I nti fhr h;iliifq. ,'itRtnmfl iind liistorv of I ” » | xviisaioiis uy iicy, ivi, x crJty, MCUl-1 (fjQ break between the elementary
-Hist pastor at Penticton. and th
A performance of Charles Dicken’s I earlier,
replies aildrcs^d to a 
care ' '*
to their
 d resse    o  ocr, , '  ̂ \
of Tlic Courier," and forwarded KELOWNA JPARENT-TEACH- 
cir private address, or delivered ER ASSOCIATION. Mr. J, Logic,
10 cents to cover postage or filing.
FOR SALE—MiscclIoncouB
on the habits, custo s and history of P  i„ j  „*__ _ -  ̂ u ^
Western Indian tribes, illustratcxl by Mr. and Mrs. M. Dempsey,,of Mon-1 “*• Penticton,
lantern slides, in the auditorium of theltrcal, arc''guests at the Palace.
Kelowna Public School on Dee,'9th., 
3.30 p.m,, free lecture for Public School
"Christmas Carol" will be given to-1 been
nd the secondary schools should came 
rlicr, say at l2. This problem had 
c il solved in the larger United^ States
FOR SALE—1919 Ford Touring car, ciiildrcn’;' 8 p.m., public lecture and sil- at the Palace on Wcdncaday, 
complete, new tiws and ^ b c 8,^xar jinj collection. Musical numbers being j ^jgg
ood condition, 
lionc 293-R4.
Apply, Box dlS or yrraqgcd by children.
' llS^lp J ■ ", • * * 15-2c
Mr. I^cdcrick ^ara, of Calgary, was| ,̂ y,jr(lg j|jc end of December. Those cities by having Junior High Schools
who had the pleasure of seeing this which took children tit 12 and carried 
' :d ' “■ • ' •
week from
The Butler 
and 14, Map 535, Kc-
POR SALE—$3,000.00. 
house. Lots 13 a  ,
■ 'lowna. Apply, Burnc & Weddell. 15-tfc
For The Boat,
Go To Alsgard'a,>D « ' 4<
Honey Parkinson returned last Christmas will Mr Cor-rtm tn Prntirtnn glad to kiiow that, by Special request, . Ibis statement nucrcsttcl Mr. t>or-
om a visit to Penticton. U  jg j.ci)eatcd. Among the at- ulo» a«0 he asked for further particu-
FOR SALE-
Thc W. A. of the Anglican Church
-Thrifty young pigs, 8 1 will hold a sale of fancy work, toys and j 8ucst at the Lakeview on Thursday | ing Beauty 
and 9 weeks old. W. Chamberlain,(articles suitable for Christmas presents| •ast.
Mr. W. Wright, of Trenton, Out., tractions for Christmas may also be lai;s. , i
45-tfc I spciit the week-ena at the' Palace. * I mentioned a pantomime entitled “The I Putman cited Detroit as a good
' Enchanted- Palace," a new version of h-’̂ amplc. All the children there went
Mr. W. C. R6llo, of Montreal, was ia the evergreen ' “ • • •_▲ ALft- T -.1-̂_I -rt_ti
BenvouHn. 15-1
:c legend of " The Sleep- through the elementary schopls up to 
Rehearsals are now in 12, then without having to pass any 
under the stage manager- examination they proceeded to the Jun-.....V... ............ .w. , .full swing ____ ____ - - .
5-lc in Wesley , Hall on Saturday, Novem- Mr n  T .Irk.V .vaq a nnRRr.ncr,.r th Soames and the dir- jor High Schools, which were m entirc-
___ ______________  . , -7-  ber 29th, at 2 o’clock. Tea, 25c. 14-2c Tickets for |y s<iparat« buildings. In these schoo s,
'OVERLAND light' delivery for sale, ■ • f .  I Coast on oaturuay, tor a tew days both these performances will shortly >** addition to the ordinary run of sub­
good shape. Apply, Sutherland . .  . , ™ j . _ .,0 - I  stay. ' . . • . .
15-Ipm'Garage.
FOR IMMEDIATE SALE--Lady’8 
. Cleveland bicycle, $18.00. P»D« .Boje 
2 7 3 . , 15-lc
Holman’s .Transfer, 
1254.' " ' ,
Phone 72 or 
10-tfc
be on sale.
Mr. Geo. Williamson, of New Dcn-| . Ar>rr.rtrr-, 
ver, spent the week-end at the Lake-1 ATTRACTIVE PROGRAMME 
view.
GUNS , bought and sold. Spurrier’s.
13-tfc
Plan to meet 
your friends at 
CHAPIN’S 20-tfc
jeets such as English, history, geogra­
phy, writing and so forthj subjects 
_______ _________ _____ were taught in connection with the fu-
ij'r'j'P Qpo'r'PTtiM I ture line of life a child was likely tofU K  b C U llIb H  CONCERT I commercial life, for ex-1
ample, book-keeping, stenography and
An attractive and varied prograhmie I subjects were studied. For
has been prepared for the Scottish boys with mechanical tastes there were 
concert which is to be given, under technical workshops of various kinds.
Mr. E. A. Temple, oP*Vcrnon, was 
a visitor to town on Tuesday and Wed
The Sunday School of Kelowna Un-1 ______ ____ ____ ... . . ........... ....
-wrir» ,c"at T7 P.ir<..hrpfl Smta!.pam I ited Church Will give a Christmas Con- Mrs. M. Senior, of Canoe, a fprmer Li  ̂ •iiicniri>< nf thn Another boy, who said his father wish-
December 23rd, in the resident of the city, is staying at f  the Kelowna Scottish^^j university, would
iott Avenue, Phone 309-Rl. 14-3p | Church. ^  .  l 5-4c| Raiace.
Mr. J. 'W. McCluskey, of Vernon,
New Handl̂ erchiefs In A  
Large Assortment
Pretty Hantlkerchicfs in a large assortincnt 
of dainty styles in sheer lawns and real linens, 
coloured borders and cross bars. Some are 
plain white with finely embroidered corners. 
These goods now on display offer exceptional 
gift giving suggestions ;is well as for personal 
needs.
Society, in the Empress Theatre on start Latin and French in addition to 
Tuesday evening next, Dec. 2nd. the basic subjects and would have nq-
WOOD, Wood, Wood—R a m s a y l  DRESSMAKING. All kinds ofl -7*;: c a r e - to dp w»th the techn̂ ^̂ ^
spells quality, quantity and service, dressmaking and plain sewing. Bates h gft ^ * fully selected by Mr W. Moncrieff “P domestic science.
■A. &am.ay, Phone 91-R3. ; M-4CI „asonabk. Harvey Aye., east of Ethel I M.nwor. who i j  bo^n i„ I
io -lp | Miss Ena Waterman, of Summer"WOOD FOR SALE—Drv pine  ̂ and J*
fir. K. Iwashita, Phone 12, Something different in the line of a I the Lakeview.
' Saturday. Special idea is being con- . t? t ■x' 1 t> •bv Knowles, the Teweller. thisi E. L. Taylor, representing Bri
spent about 60 per cent of
iia.
their
land '^sp^rT hur^d^w to  Satu^^^  ̂ talent I tiW  on . basic subjects and 40 per cent
fVio T .iL-nftrtflft.r I available. The programme will con- special branches. It had been sug-
. , c ____ , . . J ft , nested that such schools m our largesist of several part songs, duets, solos, I -vvould help largely to solve some
GLENMORE RANCH tisff firms Tn tre"fruitTr^adT'is“ a^guesi| Highb^ and orchestral selec-1 of'bW'prrssrn^'.educatlo^
Apply, S. Pearson, Phone 392-R5.^ I Saturday.^ Diamond^Kmg, buver^^ Lakeview. I tions, and a real treat is assured the A Techmeal High School For KelovmaI3-3p 1 set, Cream and Sugar, etc., are jjriced I Lakeview,
FRESH COWS and heifers for sale; Mr. John A. Greenhill, of Penticton,
Wynne Price, Vernon Road. 9 « « . was â  guest at the Palace on Tuesday
WOOD FOR SALE, dry pine and-fir. Dancing every Saturday hight m the
— -....... I
music-loving public. Mr.** Lees said that, in talking with
„.ft.,i:.,„ft;__ t_teachers, he had found there was anEarly apphcation for tickets is ad-l lack in two, things. First,|
H. A. Willis, 
Phone 294-L6.
Okanagan Mission. Elks' Ha 
42-tfc All-Star Trio.
visable, as they are going rapidly. I there was no pre-school kindergarten. 
Following the concert, a dance will He had found children who had never I
Music by the, Len “ 'J ' ^  WedMsdly’^lJ'town s S l  >>« held in the Scottish Society’s Hall. I been told a.story, who had never Icarii-
■ ®-“ ' l  “■ I There will be old time and Canadian “"y »hen .tivoy« . *
FOR BARGAINS in furniture, ranges. I Keep your eye on Chapin’s window 
linoleum, beds, 5tc.,_call in je c t | Saturday candy specials. IS-tfc I s^ 7 ‘pranc7co,^traVening“V ”  ̂ cup o’ tea!the large variety at Jones & Tempest.
4-tfc « « •
------ o ft- . I Dr. Mathison, dcntist. Willits'Block,
NO .SHOOTING or hunting notices, tgjgphone 89. tfcl
ing at the Lakeview. I  ̂ " ‘V 7 “*''' “““ I came 'to  schooj' the teachers had no I
Mr. W, G. Day left last week for dances, and dinna forget there will be time to take up any of these things 
, travell: 
far as Oroville, Wash.
printed on heavy card. On sale at 
The Courier Office, Courier' Block. 
Water St. 4-tf The gift that carries the spirit of | Christmas—the gift that only you can
Mr. Jas. Calder arrived in town last] 
week and is visiting his parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. W. B. M. Calder.
OBITUARY
with them. Hence he would like to see | 
a year of kindergarten work before en­
tering the public schools. Second, the I 
High Schools did not fit children for 
life generally but for the universities. 
He would like to suggest to the Com­
missioners that Kelowna, by reason of
TO RENT
Thomas Swordy, Jr.
A very sad death was that of a pro
Mrs. M. J. B. Wilson, of Wood’s I raising young lad just entering upon I so ‘f™
make—your photograph. Rhone 1j4 Lake, left this, morning for Victoria, manhood, Thomas Swordy, son of Ljjg Coast climatic and other advan-
dozi Street. ; - 12-4p where she will spend the winter. Mr. Thomas Swordy. of Qkanagan Lgggg ^ould be a good point for the
* ' * * ft, ,ftr -r . .. ,  . Mission, who passed away on Sunday, „ ? Llj„i,„ „ft _r ^  Technical Hieh
KELOWNA SCOTTISH SOCIE- L  Mr. W. J.̂  Allerton, manager of the Nov. 23rd, at the age of nineteen years ^or the benefit of the Interim,
TY. A concert will be held in the Em- I”Cola Hotel, Penticton, was a guest and six months, in the Ke owna Hos-  ̂ children would have a chance
________________________ , press Theatre. December 2nd, at 7.30 at the Palace over the week-end. pital after but > week’s illness with training in the line of
TO  RENT—Modern bung^ow, close p.m,, also pi^ure.^Jackie Coogan in ^  F. V. Royle and child returned pneumonia. He was a native they might wish to adopt in after
in, immediate possession. Rhone 242 “Long Live The.Kmg. Adults, 7Sc; Saturdav from England, where they ^ horn
children, 35c. Tickets may be had of gp^„t iummer visiting relatives. Okanagan M«sion _  ^ Mr. W. C. Mitchell ^reviewed some
-------- Mrs. Deans, Secretary, or any of exe- ^ ® The funeral was held on luesday  ̂ As to
Madeira Linens are Here!
You will find exceptional values in fine hand 
Madeira work in Doylies, Centre Pieces, Run­
ners, Cloths and Napkins. These make exce l-, 
lent gifts for i^hristmas time and they are so 
easily mailed'.;;
Prices are' iexceptiOnally low.
Special Value In Our 
Silk Department
A fine quality Charmeuse Satin in colours 
of mauve, sand, grey, white, navy, brown and 
black. A great wearing gilk and exceptional 
value. ClPfe
s p e c i a l , per yard . ............
PHONE 361 KELOWNA, B. C.
■FURNISHED housekeeping rooms 
Mrs. Wilkinson, Caddef Ave. E. ,
IS-lp
FOR RENT--r-8-roonf house, modma, cutive. A dance will be held in the! A large deputation of Oddfellows I afternoon a from  ̂the undertaking p a r - ^ ^ ^ s c h o o l s  being taic-1 
Bernard Aye., East. Inspect same, gQ̂ jgjy>g Hall after the. concert. Gents, and Rebekahs went to Penticton, last lours of the Kelowna Furniture I #an . r»\r<=»r Kir fK̂» cmvf r̂irmPllt. hp. waS a-I
Let’s Go
I — ‘‘Xi* “‘A V , ftft.ftftv-ftftcft.fto .ftftft ft., ---------- - ftftftoft,--- -  tn  J^ i  rur u r  '-om-U,, over by the go ern ent, e s -,
make your own terms. Lr. A. I^*sner. 5Qg. j^j,gg 2Sc. Old time and Canadian night to take part in a lodge function pany to the Roman Catholic G ^etery , government methods would
J^^^^^ danefes. Everybody welcome. 14-2c there. Rev. Fr. Verbeke officiating. The de- L^ too autocratic. He did not
TOT? TfFNT • Two suites df rooms, * * * xj tj n/r-n u i, j  k • was^ a member of the Kooky l ĝgo
^A pp ly fa3 1 3  Doyle Ave. 12-tfc| First concert of the season to be giv-1 I deliberately in Ganada, but mat |
TO THE BIG
WANTED—Miscellaneous
en bv the Kelowna Choral Society on j R-, Adams, ers were ^mrades, Messrs. A. ( ^ r^ n ,  development along similar lines
?yftv^L:.^iT».! on Tuesday to her home a t | j .  Davy, B. Mussatto, J. Frost, C .G il-| j^^th sides of the in-Monday, Dec. 8th, in the Empress Qnt
Theatre. Keep this date open as an ' ’ lard and (L Lan Franca . . I ternational boundary. There were un-|Mr E T Chambers President of! father and s t e p - m o t h e r , ^ j g j ^ g j g j ^ g j g g  ^^g g.|'A * .-i* ft ft J the lad is survived by four sisters and | j __ ___— 1 r̂ ( fheWANTED—Cheap for cash, cow, fresh attractive programme is assured. Full, ft ,̂. j .  1 i r̂i ic «i,rvivPfi hv tour sisters ana i '  j u r cu
or freshening early December. Ayr-1 particulars next week. 14-lc the Associated Growers of B. C., Ltd fjur brothers. Ethel and Alice, in Van- g“ime°that w l ? p r e v i t ”was d L  to
' • • •  spent Friday in town, registering atL._.ftftrpr r;pr>rcrp at Ponnineton Fall' prevalent was^uue to
.All those who have not yet recejve_d| the Lakeview. I Charlei, at Keremeos, and Anhie. RobJ
B . P . O . E .
Cabaret
•shire or JcCrsey preferred. No. 506, Cou­
rier. 15-lc
-W ANTED-Piano and lady's bicycle, | •‘indly call at the ^Fire
second hand. Apply, P.O. Box 104, 
■City. lS-lp|
WANTED—Second-hand Ford car, -̂-----  --------
self starter. Cash. Apply, No.®505, $4.50 up. The Christmas gift supreme.
'Courier. 15-lp 15-lc
HELP WANTED
^HOUSEKEEPER wanted at Kelowna 
Hospital. For particulars apply Mrs. 
'Wfiuiot, matron. T5-tfc
TRYPHENA B. BROWNE
(Mrs. Jim Browne) 
announces the opening of 
YE BEAUTY SHOPPE 
fully equipped, up to date ladies’
Mr. C. E. Stalley, of the circulation | ^^^|ble than the study of languages, as I
........  "  ̂ preparing for citizenship, and he be­
lieved that’ the educational system 
T^TcrTTQQFn I should do something towards fitting a 
PROBLEMS DISCUSSED | understand his town, district and
province. With his own pupils, he had 
made a practice of giving about ten 
minutes each day to encourage them to
DECEMBER 4lh, 1924
department of the “Vancouver Proy _________
ftv -pft : • r ftcy • 1 -ft ft u I ince,” is paying one of his regular busi-1 ft Tness visits to the district, and is stay- EDUCATIONAL at $21.00. j \  wmner. Other lines from I ĵjg L̂ jggyjg,̂ y xionuT i
IBIG SERPENTINE CON­
FETTI BATTLE after supper
Mr, and Mrs. A, L. Soames, of Ke­
lowna, are aiding the Kalamalka Play­
ers, of Vernon, in preparing for the
(Continued from page 4)
bined farmer, carpenter, blacksmith.t. a, ftftt y ft.w.ft, ft.. tft.ftH<.,...K tvftft n.vj i , . and so on while his come to him with problems which he
prqducnon o f T h e  Romantic Age, | make boots, make | tried to help' them to _solve or wouldwhich they will present shortly. soap and many other things and at the hunt up the solution for them. That 
On Sunday, December 7th, the mor-|same time look after the rearing of a was treating education fro™, the chdd s 
ning service in the KeloAl̂ fia United large family of children. The intro- pomt of view instead of the. govern-
h o ^ u ^ h ^ M f o n  A bo ,. Chapma. 1 5 -lcL , faymen of .he congregafiou. - ’V h ° e S u ^ w a Y tra f th r s ^ C rh a l  .ea“ ^
w S S  l30^oe*f“.nonth‘ Dm̂ ^̂ ^̂  This year the Hospi.al Ladies' Aid Dr. G. M. -Weir, of the Educational ',o‘ blar its share of solving present- complished little, she thought, and she
’nf nnre ̂ o x  530 Armstrong annual Valentine Ball will take the Survey Commission, came back from day problems asw ell as the home. expressed the belief that the av^age
mence at once. Bo , 15.;^  form of a masquerade and will be held Ver ion on Friday and gave a much School Hours Too Long? in town learned much more
in the Elks’ Hall on Thursday, Febru- appreciated address i t  the meeting of Mrs. S. M. Gore asked whether it m the home. . .t. . -f u
ary 12th, the Len Davis Orchestra sup- St. George’s Lodge, A.F. & A.M., that had ever been suggested that the pre- Dr. Putman observed that,_it such
plying the music. 1 15^2c evening. sent school hours for children of six were the case, the girls of Kelowna' to eight years of age were too lengthy? hyere fortunate in having very fine mo-
Mr. N. S. S. Brownjohn, of Vancou-| Dr. Putman replied that it all de- thers. He was of the opinion that the
Len Davis featuring 
two pianos
Ifor tlie first time in Kelowna 
in his A ll-Star Orchestra.
[This is N O T  a masquerade nor 
fancy dress ball.
B. C.
Supper will be served free at 
I the tables from 10.30 to 12.30.
15-lc
SITUATIONS WANTED
THE CORPORATION OF THE 
DISTRICT OF GLENMORE
Voters’ List, 1925
N U RSE—Maternity and other hospital 
training; willing' to help^ around; 
terms moderate. P.O. Box
Ipna.
'l?o ver, spent several days in town as a pended upon the type of curriculum, work of the elementary schools was not J| \ T / \  0 ¥ ¥ ^ / \ n n ¥ \ T / ^
458, Kelow- Friday, 28th inst., at 7.30. 5 games, g^^gj. Palace, leaving for home in England there were infant schools to fit children for any particular hnc I ^ 1 1  ^ U i | | B |  I j ^ l v
15-l  Penheton Scouts vs.- Kelowna Scouts. L,,, Mnnriav. Hp looker! over several ......u lEo nlav anr! ,’n of lif^. but instead to forget what he i l V  k l l l v V  A A ilWA !.«• • . I uo -71;... in.- I°" Monday, He looked over several with lots of games and play, and in of lif^, but instead t̂o forget
Admission, adults, 25c, children, 10c. pieces of land while here and may de-|the United States there were kinder-{was to be and to develop his general
io-lclcide to settle in the district.EXPERIENCED bookkeeper-steno­grapher requires temporary position,. ' * ♦ *
part time. Apply, Phone Mr. Knowles is not starting his Sat-1 The second monthly musical service 
409-Rl. . ~ urday $1.00 Sale till 2.30 "p.m. in order for the season will be given by the
■vnTTMr tapatmF^F  ROY wantsDo 8*'̂ ® those from the country an op- Choir of the United Church on Sunday 
gmpl^^ servant dur- portunity to be on hand at the open- evening, Nov. 30th. The selections to
- • "  "  >•'" Io-lc|be rendered are of an interesting char­
acter and will be found in the Churching winter, Apply, P.O. Box 230, Ke- ”'8- lowna. 13-tfc
YOUNG LADY wants position at gen­
eral housework. Apply, No. 502, 
.Courier. 15-lp
LOST AND FOUND
LOST—Grey Persian cat. Finder suit­
ably rewarded. Return to Mrs. A. E. 
Cox. 15-lp
THE c o r p o r a t io n  OF THE 
CITY OF KELOWNA
VOTERS’ LIST, 1925
Notice is hereby given that a Court 
.of Revision will be held on Wednesday, 
December 10th, 1924, at ten o’clock in 
the forenoon, at the Council Chamber, 
Kelowna, B. C., for the purpose^ of 
hearing and determining any applica­
tion to strike put the name of any per-
NIGHT SCHOOL. A course in cab­
inet work, etc., will be given in the 
new school if sufficient applications arc
Notices for this week.
The Kelowna Scottish Society held
received by December 10th. Apply to P  social evening last night after their
Secretary of School Board. l5-lc
son which has been improperly placed 
upon the Municipal Voters’ Li-ist io*"
the year 1925, or to place on such List 
the name of any person improperly o- 
mitted from same.
G. H. DUNN,
\ Kelowna, B. C., City Clerk.
•.November l9thi l924, . l4-3c
Consistently Economical 
Administration 
Of The
ROYAL
Has resulted in Profits Dis­
tributed to Policyholders 
being maintained at the
SAME RATE FOR 55 YEARS
The ROYAL has never once 
contested a life claim.
M cTavish & W hillis
INSURANCE
Insurance Real Estate
regular general meeting, a very pleas­
ant time being spent with music, dan­
cing and refreshments. Two Scottish 
songs by Mr. John Thompson, of Nel­
son, were greatly appreciated.
ALLOW ED  
ON
FINTRY ESTATE
7 ll-7c
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Stubbs, with 
their two sons and daughter, arrived 
from Lloydminster, Sask., on Friday, 
and propose to make their home here. 
They are greatly enjoying the differ­
ence in climate, it being 28 below zero 
when they left the prairie town.
. The first drill for the present season 
of the Rocky Mountain Rangel's was 
held in the Scout Hall last night, with 
a good attendance. Five new recruits 
were signed on and more are in sight, 
interest in militia work being consid­
erably stimulated by the securing of 
permission to drill in the Scout Hall, 
which is admirably suited to the pur­
pose. It is hoped to secure the services 
of an instructor from Military District 
headquarters, Victoria, sometime early 
in the year, and it is also on the tapis 
that a number of mernbers of the com­
pany will go to Esquimalt for a train­
ing Coqrsc of six vWceks duratioii.
gartens with similar arrangements, powers as a human b i^g .
There were no kindergartens in B. C„ Teaching Duties Of Principals 
but* whether the present system was Trustee Gordon said he had been 
injurious to youiiff children depended I turning over in his mind wheth^ a 
upon the nature of the curriculum and principal with ten or twelve teachers
how the teacher handled it, also upon under him should not be more or less
whether the school was properly ven- free to exercise general supervision, in- g^„ynient for this, the rotary plan, as 
tilated and heated. stead of m n ^rt^ in g  to teach. ^^g -which permitted of hav-
Harking back to what Dr. Putman In reply. Dr. Putman said a m ^ o r -  special teachers for nature study, 
had said about copying from the A- andum had been submUted to the Com- employed in
merican school system, Dr. Wright] mission by a Parent-Teacher Lfie case of very small children, as the
considered it a disgrace that Canada tiqn to the effect that, in the case ot  ̂personality of the teacher was all im
should have done sp. He could not school with ten Tooms, the pnncipall.jg j^^  ^hem, and it had its dis
understand the present-day excessive should be rclicycd of teaching. On the! ^g well as its advantages,
solicitude for the children. He went to other hand, his own idea was that a The question of a technical school 
school himself when he, was 4 and was principal, instead of being relieved again referred to. Dr. Putman
finished with it at 13. He entered| tirely of teaching, should 5?i"l wanted to know what line of industriald ' ’  ̂ ~ ..ft ..
Notice iis hereby given that a Court 
of Revision will be held on Wednesday, 
the tenth of December, 1924, at ten 
o’clock of the foreniJon, in the Glen- 
more Irrigation District’s Building on 
Glenmore Drive, for the purpose of 
hearing and determining any applica­
tion to strike out the name of any per­
son which has been improperly placed 
on the Municipal Voters' List for the 
year 1925, or to place on such list the 
name of any person improperly omit­
ted from same.
'The said Voters’ List may be seen 
on the Notice Board outside the G.T.D. 
Building on and after November 26th.
P. A. LE>VIS,
Clerk and Assessor to the M. G. 
Glenmore,
Nov. T7th, 1924. ( l4-3c
EAST KELOWNA POUND 
DISTRICT
Pound Notice
Notice is hereby giv«n, under Sec­
tion 20 of the Pound District Act, that 
one Holstein heifer, no visible brand, 
was impounded in the Pound kept by 
the undersigned on the N. W. %, Sec­
tion 11, Township 26, on the 13th day 
of November, 1924.
R. C. CARRUTHERS, 
l4-2c Poundkeeper.
THE CORPORATION OF THE 
CITY OF KELOWNA
Propiyty For Sale Or Rent
school at 9 a.m. and got out at 4, and sistance. If doing no teaching at all.
these hours did not work any hardship it was quite possible that a principal 
on him. His own son of 14 got plenty would deteriorate, 
of physical exercise in his play. He One Subject Per Room
wanted his boy to get his education asj ^Replying to a query as to the method
early in life as possible. Real hard ex- of teaching only one subject in a room, 
__ ___ _ ___ __A. r v » ♦Isio \V3S Csllcui toepcrience was not got in school; it was Dr. Putman said this 
obtained through the hard knocks of departmental plan and had been claim 
life. cd to be a good one. For instance, one
Dr. Putman thought that Dr. Wright teacher would teach all thc arithmetic, 
assumed that, because Nature had giv- another all the writing, and sb on. He 
en him a tough and perfect physique, described a modified plan followed in 
the regime he had gone through was one of the Vancouver schools, accord- 
responsible for it, but if he had been ing to which the children were divided 
a delicate child he\would have died, into tw’o groups, one group going to 
While of the pioneers those who sur- the special rooms for forty minutes and 
vived were wonderful men and women, the other group to the regular rooms, 
what of the thousarids who died? He at the end of the period changing a- 
bclicvcd that all should get a chance, bout. The principal of that school spent 
Discipline in 'sphool should certainly much time in organizing it, and it was 
be strict. There was nothing worse claimed for the scheme that it made 
than dawdling; let the hours be short one regular class-room accommodate 
but fully occupied. He had seen in the two classes of children. At any time 
elementary schools the blackboard co- of the day, every room iri that school 
vered with problems and the children was in constant use, which was' a great
activity a boy could follow here sub-
■ ■ ' ■ ' ft I- guch "sequent
school.
to his' training in
It was explained that it was not sug­
gested that boys so trained could ne­
cessarily take up an occupation here, 
but the establishment pf such a school 
wpuld delay for a few years their de­
parture from home.
Dr. Putman again emphasized that 
the school should not be concerned so 
much with what line of life a child was 
to follow as with giving him a basis 
upon which to build his life. He 
thought surely that it must be a false 
alarm to say that there was nothing 
here for the young men to do, with 
many acres rernaining yet untilled and 
other opportunities.
Replying to a question by Dr. 
Wright as to ^idance in choice of a 
Dr. Putman stated that in
The Municipal Council invites appli­
cations to purchase or rent Lot, 2, 
Block 13, in Registered Plan 202 (on 
the North side of Lawson Avenue).
The house on this_ property was er­
ected under the provisions of the "Bet­
ter Housing Act” and the purchaser 
of the property would receive the bene­
fit of the low rate of interest (5%) 
fixed by the Act.
For further particulars apply to 
Alderman Shepherd or the undersigned 
G. H. DUNN,
Kelowna, B.C., City Clerk.
June 11th, 1924. 43-tfc
GET YOUR TICKETS 
TODAY for th e '
RHONDDA WELSH MALE 
SINGERS
Friday, Nov. 28th, at 8 pjn., 
in the United Church.
Tickets on isale at Willits*.
15-lc
vocation,
(Continued on Page 6)
CARD OF THANKS
Mr. T. Swordy and family wish to 
thank their many friends for the kind 
sympathy shown them in their sad be­
reavement. 15-lp
A
e
m
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
POLITICS AMIDST 
[TITHE UNI ED FARMERS
i ' Okanagan' Mission, D,Ci,
Nov. 23, 1924,
To tlic Editor,
ICclowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
At a meeting of fruit and vegetable 
growei's, held at Okanagan Mission 
today, I was instructed, as the last 
President of the United Farmers Local, 
to send the following to the local press: 
The matter of re-organizing the Loc­
al UJiddr the United Farn^ers of B.C. 
was discussed, and the opinion was un- 
'' ahimously expressed that it was most 
undesirable to re-organize our more or 
less defunct Local until full assuraiicc 
' had been given that such organization 
would not again be UEcfd for poHticul 
purposes, as • was done in the recent 
by-election, when the Pres'dent, Mr, 
Thos. Bulman, used the U.F.B.C, to 
further certain political ends in the 
face of numerous protests in the past 
few years :ind assurances that politics 
> had been and would be eliminated from 
the organization,
A strenuous fight has been put up 
from time to time on the part of many 
Locals to keep politics out of the 
U.F-B.C., and it seems unfortunate 
that a Farmers’ Union such as this 
that has so much to recommend it
m
:  Jim  Browne ■
B
B
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Y  a  
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-  To keep your car on the q 
^  road, except in case of break- g  
g  age, the above are all you g  
g  need. Why not save yourself g  
g  , trouble by getting all your g  
m service under one roof? ■ g
The Oil Shop I
(The House with a Smile) g  
I O B D O B O 0 . 0 - 0  O D O
To The  
X m a s  B u y e r
By December 1st we hope to 
have our XMAS STOCK of 
CROCKERY
TOYS, FANCY GOODS, etc. 
complete.
If you will favour us with a 
call we will save you Dollars.
Thanking you for your past 
favours, Yours truly,
STOCKWELL’S LTD.
Phone 324
should be wrecked because tlic powers 
that be choose to use it for a purpose 
for which it was never intended, .uul 
which iliuc-tcntlm of its members arc 
whole-heartedly opposed to.
Yours truly,
W, D. WALKER.
CART. DUN-WATERS ON
TH E ANONYMOUS CIRCULAR
FiiUry, B.C, NoV. 22, I024, 
To tile Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir, c.
“Am I satisfied with the administra­
tion of the Associated Growers of B.C, 
Limited?” NO. ,
"Has the organization shown itself to 
be a capable and efficient concern 
working entirely for the benefit of the
grower?" NO.
“Do you believe in voluntary organ­
ization and independent rights or arc 
you in favour of tlic strong arm meth­
ods?” With Mr. Macken on our (lirCs- 
hbld invited to reorganize us, 1 write 
this:-— '
I do believe in voluntary organiza­
tion, it’s the only thing worth having. 
And I do believe in the support , of 
strong-arm methods, if that arm be­
longs to a body with adequate brains 
to accomplish success on the behalf of 
the voluntary organization.
Do I believe in the arguments of the 
Scribe and Pharisee which he advances 
in a letter which he has forgotten to 
sign? Emphatically NOl It might 
have been better if he had attached his 
signature. His name might have car­
ried weight, '^hereas his arguments 
cannot hope to do so. He might even 
have obtained a further objective—his 
release from the Association, but he 
has not told us who he is. If he would 
do this, then I, for one, would counsel 
his release, for the Associated would 
be well rid of such a nocturnal bird 
which strikes its prey in the dark. A 
concealed enemy within the ranks of 
the Associated is corrupt, and is bet­
ter exorcised.
.Sapiro told the Association that ex­
perience had taught co-operation that 
legislation was constantly called uppn 
to tighten the' articles of association 
until they became-water-tight. Follow­
ing this statement he was acclaimed by 
the growers. What is the difference 
np\y, ■ when his staternent has proved 
correct?' In amending our contract the 
Associated Executive are assisting 
those who value their honourable' word 
given to'one another to tighten up the 
bonds without unnecessarily disrupting 
their’forces by allpwing the leakage of 
water from the loyal red veins of the 
organization. That was one of the 
reasons for which'our Asspeiation was 
created.
If the contract turned out to be un- 
enforcible, it was the grower’s fault. 
He appointed his. operators; he ap­
pointed his advisory board; he appoint­
ed liis board pf directors. He insisted
For Christmas Giving
A gift that is sure to please
FULLER VANITY CASE
delightfully attractive, has mir­
ror, compact powder, pad and 
a comb,—this comb is an ex­
clusive Fuller feature. , 
I’ll show it to you in your own 
home Phone of write for 
special demonstration.
H. L. Compton, Phone 347
E M P R E S S  
GRAHD SCOTTISH CONCERT
Assisted by the
PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY
Will be the attraction on
T U E SD A Y . D E C . 2nd
if
In conjunction with the 
FEATURE PHOTOPLAY
Long Live The King
— BY —
J a ck ie  C oogan
IP
♦  ♦  4* ♦  •I’ ♦  ♦  "fr ♦  4^ 4* ♦  ♦  ♦  ♦
J  FOR RADIO AMATEURS ♦
i|. 4 . •!> «|i •!• ••• 4* *1* 4> ••• 4” 1*'f
KGO Programme For The Week Of 
November 30 to December 0
W INSTON CHURCHILL 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, British 
, House of Commons.
on having them—eighteen of them I 
He is now reviewing their work.
“It is agreed that competition is the 
life of trade.” Wouldn't it, be nearer 
the truth to say that two years ago it 
was nearly the death of the fruit indus­
try? The future efforts of'the Assoc­
iated, if properly led by experience and 
ability, will not “stifle trade” in the 
Okanagan; they will resuscitate a won­
derful industry and encourage a won­
derful body of husbandmen and emi­
grants. All it will “stifle” is the in­
sane voices, such as speak to us just 
now at a time when our central body 
has at last turned to the outside busi­
ness world for experienced and success­
ful business men to load ourselves and 
our eiglltcen directors tovvards the 
light—backed by the loyal co-operation 
of all, those who hold sacred a promise 
made to one another! For we; gave no 
prpmise to a select few, we gave it to 
one another, Tom, Dick and Harry. If 
the parochialisUi of our anointed ever 
drives us to disband, pur—leader will 
come to us in the light of day, not out 
of the darkness, and we will not leave 
the organization'^ (the only rock that 
the weak can cling to, sustained by the 
arm of the strong) until we see that 
our leaders are determined to turn a 
deaf ear to the united counsels of the 
business world, Then perhaps 'vye ,will 
agree to disband—not to rati
“After the act is passed it will be too 
late for any one to desert from the 
Associated!” Anyone so placed should 
be grateful that he has been saved from 
dishonour. It is riot “Coercion” but 
Conscience that keeps us faithful to a 
promise made to a brother.
I am, Mr. Editor,
Yours siincerely,
J. C. DUN-WATERS.
ANOTHER EGG LAYING
CONTEST y e a r  COMPLETED
Great Increase In Number Of Birds 
Registered As Compared With
Previous Years.
Another Egg Laying Contest year 
has been completed and the Canadian 
National Poultry Record Association 
has added another very successful year 
to its history. The number of regist­
ered birds frorii the 1923-24 Egg Lay 
ing Contests is very much in excess of 
the number qualifying in former years 
Indeed the increase is sb great that the 
Contests which ended October 29th,
1924, will have more birds registered 
than were registered in the two preced- 
irig years.
For'the first time pullets from regis­
tered hens have themselves qualified 
and have been marked for registration, 
and these pullets will be the first moth 
ers of registered cockerels. The mat­
ing season of 1925 will see the first ma 
ting of what is known as the second 
generation registered females, the dau­
ghters of first generation registered 
hens. Fortunate is the breeder who 
has second generation females in his 
breeding pen for the mating season of
1925. To these breeders, and to them 
only, will be the pleasure of having 
tiie first crop of registered cockerels.
That the securing of the. second gen­
eration registered females is by no 
means an easy Undertaking has been 
clearly demonstrated this past Egg 
Laying Contest j'ear. All the pullets 
from registered hens did not lay the 
required number of eggs to qualify, 
which is 200, and of those that laid the 
required amount many were disquali­
fied as not laying eggs up to standard, 
size, which is 24 ozs. to the dozen. It 
■w'as pleasing to those who have lab­
oured so diligently at this work to 
know that there was a lower percent­
age of second generation birds disqual­
ified for small eggs than of first gener­
ation ones.
Strict regulations were enforced to 
keep out of registration birds whose 
eggs averaged less than 24 ozs. to the 
dozen, and the closest of checking was 
exercised in the case of second gener­
ation birds. It is believed that, by 
disqualifying for egg weights and al­
lowing no registered cockerel to be 
produced which has less than two gen­
erations of female ancestors that have 
laid standard sized eggs, the size of 
the eggs produced where registered 
cockerels are used will, in a very few 
years, be very materially increased.
(I'Vcqucncy 960 kilocycles; 312 metres)
Sunday, November 30
11.00 a.m.—Service of the First Con­
gregational Church, San Francisco.
Ortiau .Prelude.—■ Uda Waldrop, 
Municipal ’Organist of San Francisco.
Hymn— "Come, Thou Almighty 
King.” *
Scripture Lesson.
Prayer.
Hymn—“Holy, Holy, Holy.
Organ Offertory — Selection from 
"Stabat Mater.” _
Sermon—“The Day When Every­
thing Goes Wrong,’!—Rev. James L. 
(Gordon, D.D., Pastor.
Hymn—“Joy to the World! The 
Lord Ig Gome."
Benediction.
Organ Postludc. .
3.30 p.m.-r-Concert by the KGO Lit­
tle Symphony Orchestra, Carl Rhode- 
hamcl conducting, and the. choir of 
Tenth Avenue Baptist Church, Oak­
land, Cal., Dr. C. D. Goodman dircct-
‘" ^ a l tz  , “Poor Jonathan” (Millockcr); 
Oyerturc, “The Force of Destiny” 
('Verdi); Suite, “La Fete de Seville” 
(Tavaii-Marchctti).'—KGO Little Sym­
phony Orchestra. , '
Choir Selections—-(a) “Our Land, O 
Lord, With Songs of Praise” (Schncck- 
cO; (b) “Ye Shall Dwell in the Land’ 
(Stainer).
Baritone Solo—“H ear,. Thou My 
Prayer”, (Hatnblen).—^W. J. Schindler.
Male Quartette > Selections — (a) 
“Winter Song” (Bullard); (b) “Invic- 
tus” (Hulm).—Sunbeam Male Quart­
ette. .
Choir Selection — “This Is The 
Lord’s Own Day.” /
Suite, “Peer Gynt” (Grieg), with 
comments by Arthur S. Garbett, Mus 
ical Editor of “Radiocast Weekly” 
Menuet (Paderewski); “River Nym 
phs” (Vieu).,—KGO Little Symphony 
Orchestr^
.Tenor Solos, with orchestral accom­
paniment—(a) “I’ll Sing Thee Songs 
Of Araby” (Clay); (b) “Loch Lom­
ond.”—Carl Anderson. ,
“March Parisienne” (Clerice) 
KGO Little Symphony Orchestra. '
A30 p.m.-—Service of the First Con­
gregational Church,^San Francisco.
Organ Improvisation. — Uda Wal­
drop. _
Hymn—“There’s a Land That Is 
Fairer Than Day.”
Scripture Lesson.
Baritone Sol'b—“The Lost Chord.”— 
E. Harpld Dana.
Prayer. .
Organ Offertory — The Rosary 
(Nevin).—-Uda Waldrop.
Hymn— “Day Is Dying In The 
West.” . - „  . -
Question Drawer.—r-Rev. James L. 
Gordon, D.D. .
Hymn—“ Shall We Gather At The 
River?”' — Mr. Dana arid the congre­
gation.
Benediction.
Organ Postlude.
Monday, December 1.
8.00 p.m.
iEducational programme.
Selection from “Carmen” (Bizet); 
“Sizilietta” (Von Blori).—Arion Trio.
• Agricultural Course — ̂ “The Grow­
ing of Sub-Tropical Fruits.”—Profes­
sor R. W. Hodgson, Division of Sub- 
Tropical Horticulture, University of 
California.
“March Operatique” (Rosey).^—Ar­
ion' Trio. , , ,
“A Lesson in English.”—Wilda Wil­
son Church.
“The Flatterer” (Chaminade).—Ar­
ion Trio.
“The Cause and Cure of Stammer­
ing;”—Robert Lloyd.
Waltz in A Major (Brahms).—Arion 
Trio.
“Chats About New Books.”—^Joseph 
Henry Jackson, Literary Editor, “Sun­
set Magazine.”
“Canto Amoroso” (Sammartini) 
Arion Trio.
Tuesday, December 2
8.00 p.m.
The KGO Players will present 
“Merely Mary Ann,” a comedy drama 
in four acts, by Israel Zangwill. A 
new voice among the actors will be 
heard. Ruth Robinson, well known On 
the stage and the screen, will play the 
leading role. Her entry into Pacific 
Coast audio-drama should prove inter­
esting, as she is thoroughly, familiar 
with the part of “Mary Ann,” having 
played it many times on the stage anc 
before the microphone of WGY, the 
Eastern station of the General Electric 
Company, at Schenectady. The Arion 
Trio will render the following selec­
tions between the acts: “Broken Mel­
ody” (Biene): “Kuyavviak” (Wieniaw- 
sky); “Caprice Vienois” (Kreisler); 
Serenade (T itl); “Sweet.Bell Mahone”.
Thursday, December 4 *
8.00 p.m.
Programme given through the court­
esy of I. Magnin & Company, San 
Francisco.
Instrumental Selection — “Simple 
Confession” (Thome).—KGO Trio.
Vocal Selection — Quartette from 
“Rigoletto” (V erdi).-San Francisco 
Mixed Quartette, soprano, contralto, 
tenor and bass. '
Violin Solos— (a) Nocturne (Chop­
in) ; Andantino (Martini).— Ĵulia Han­
nas Cochrane.
Tenor Solos—(a) “When Skies Are 
Grey” (Durnford); (b) “Look Down, 
Dear Eyes”. (Fisher) .-^-Gvvymvi Jones.
Instrumental Selections —̂ (a) “Pil­
grims’ Chorus” (W agner); (b) “Swa- 
nce River” (.Foster).— Golden Gate 
Brass Quartette.
Contralto Solos with 'cello obligato 
—(a) "Salutation to the Dawn” (Stev­
enson); (b) “One Who Has Yearned 
Alone” (Tschaikowsky); (c) “My
Mother Bids Me Bind My Hair” (Hay­
dn).—Ruth Waterman. ,
Shakespearian Readings—“ To Be or 
Not to Be” (“Hamlet”); “The Seven 
Ages of Man” (“As You Like It”),— 
Ursula Friucit.
Piano Solo— “The Erl King” (Schu­
bert).—Aurora Thompson.
Soprano Solos— (a) “Ah, fors e lui,” 
from "’Traviata” (Verdi); (b) “Ti 
Last Rose of Summer” (Moore), 
Grace Lc Page.
Instrumental Selectioris—(a) Sextet­
te from “Lucia” (Donizetti); (b) Con­
cert Waltz (Buck). — Golden Gate 
Bragg Quartette!.
FIRST LORD OF ADMIRAL*:^ ^
A new photograph of the Rt. Hoa 
■W C. Bridgcman, who is a member
o f 'the* Baldwin Cabinet.
Bass Solos -  (a) ' ' p  Sojp 
Capua); lb) SaiK la Lucia (Ncapob 
itan Folk Song).—Jose Coiral, witli
b_y
I. Magnin & Co., San rranciscq.
^°Cel&Solo— “Evening Siar” (Wag- 
ncr).—joziena von dcr Endc. _
Humorous Readings by Uncle
Josh ”— Fred Thomas. , ^  .
Duets for Soprano and Co"?raUo, 
with Trio accompaniment—(a) LOVQ 
Tales of Hoffman” (Offenbach)r (b) 
"Spring Flowers” (Remccke).—Grace
Le Page and Ruth Waterman. _
A Ballad, a Fox T ro t and a Waltz 
from the press YiHa Mpret, San 
Francisco, especially 
Breitenfelt for the San 
cd Quartette and the KGO Trio— 
“There Is a Bluebird Smging (Har^^ 
Owens and Vincent Rose);_ On the 
Way to Monterey (Ben Black , and 
Neil Moret); “Wait Till the Morning 
After” (Dick Whiting and R^mond 
Egan).—San Francisco Mixed Quarte­
tte and the KGO Trio. _ 
Saturday, December 6
8.00 p.m. .
Orchestral items /by the Techmea 
High School Orchestra, Oakland, Cal., 
under the leadership of Herman Trut-
InstrumentaT Selection — _“CitiMns
Pride” (Crosby), -r-. Technical High 
School Orchestra., . ,
Tenor Solo — “Maybe” (Bertrand- 
Brown) .—Glenn Chamberlain,
Instrumental Selection—  Raymonc 
Overture (Thomas).—Technical High 
School Orchestra. ;,
Soprano Solo-^Ana from Traviata 
(Verdi).—Madeline O’Brien.
Selections for Strings only — (a) 
Valse Triste (Sibelius); (b) “Dance of 
the Dolls” (Mascagni). Technical 
High School Orchestra.
Baritone Solos—(a) “Dio Posseme, 
from “Faust” (Gounod); (b) .The 
Lost Chord” (Sullivan) .—Louis Cour
cil. . ^Piano Solos— (a) Intermezzo in E 
Flat, Op. 117, No.' 1 (Brahms); (b) 
Turkish March, from “Ruins of Ath­
ens” (Beethoven).—Hazel Nichols.
Address— “The Challenge of the 
New Generation.”-^ Rabbi Louis I. 
Newman, Temple Emanu-El, San 
Francisco.
Violin Solos.—Herman Trutner, Jr._ 
Soprano Solo—Aria from , “Louise” 
(Charpentier) .—Madeline O’Briqn.
Instrumental Selection — Serenade 
(Herbert).— Technical High School 
Orchestra.
Address — “Orchestra Music In 
High Schools.”—Herman Trutner, Jr., 
Music Department, Oakland Public 
'Schools. ,  „ ,T,Tenor Solo-;—“Lonesome-Like (Ber­
trand-Brown) .-—Glenn Chamberlain. 
French Horn Solos.— Herman Trut-
Instrumental Selections — (a) “The 
Morning Light” (Bettoney); (b) “All 
Hail to Tech.” (Helen Such).—Tech­
nical High School Orchestra.
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O k a n a g a n  L o a n  a n d  I n v e s t m e n t  
T r u s t  C o m p a n y
WE BUY VICTORY AND OTHER DONDS FOR CASH
STOCKS AND BONDS FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE DEPARTMEHT
RESIDlfcNTIAL AND ORCHARD PROPERTIES 
FOR SALE OR RENT
Listings Solicited of City Residences For Rent.
INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
All Classes of Insurance VVritteh, including--- '
FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT AND HEALTH, MARINE,
AUTOMOBILE
We Represent Companies of the Highest Standing only.
PHONE 332 and 98 KELOWNA. B. C.
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28th and 29th 
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE 
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present 
\  Zane Grey’s . '
“ THE Boma laioN ”
With ANTONIO MORENO and HELENE CHADWICK. 
EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION! The inimitable Lloyd. Haihil-; 
ton in his latest two-reel comedy-—“KILLING TIM E.” No ad'vance^ 
in prices. , : ■ . . ■ '
Sat. Mat., 3.30,, 10c arid 25c. Evening, 7.30 and 9 ,'20c and 35c
MONDAY AND TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1st and 2nd 
PATHOS . COMEDY DRAMA
J A C k lC  C O O G A N
■ _ . I N —  , '■
“ LONB LIVE THE KINC"
A PICTURE FOR YOUNG AND OLD '
, Also a comedy, “QUIET STREET”
Monday Only, One Show, 8.15 p.m., 20c and 3Sc
TUESDAY .—   BIG DOUBLE SHOW
PICTURE starts 7.30 p.m., followed by
GMND SCOTTISH CONCaT
Admission: Adults, 75c; Children, 35c
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3rd-and 4th
B E T T Y  C O M PSO N
, ■— IN  — .
A '
f
GLENMORE
Messrs. M. Lovell, J  N. Cushing, 
J. Ward and Morton Paige returned 
frorn their hutjting trip at Nahun on 
Thursday last in time for the Fire 
Brigade ball. Several bucks fell to 
their guns, Jack Ward getting a fine 
four-point one and J. N. Cushing a 
three-point.
* * *
The men are busy on the roads, 
shaling near town being the most im­
portant work at present.
m m * ' .
Nearly two hundrec’ head of cattle 
belonging . to Countess Bubna are be­
ing pastured on the alfalfa fields for 
the winter.
m * m
Mr. C. C. Johnson was the winner 
or the second checker tournament.
Mr. Postill arrived from the prairie 
at the beginning of last week. Mr. and 
Mrs. Postill are at present staying 
with Mrs. Postill’s parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Lambly.
• * *
Mr. E. LeQuesne came in from the 
Coast last week to spend his vacation. 
His visit is the fore-runner of one 
which will culminate in a happy event 
in the spring, in which one of our 
GIcnmore young ladies‘will take the 
premier place.
• •  • '
The GIcnmore Ladies’ Club held a 
very successful sale of work, home 
cooking, etc., in the Wesley Hall, Ke­
lowna, on Saturday. Afternoon tea was 
served to a large number of patrons. 
The members of the Club appreciate 
the response made to their efforts.
“THE FEMALE”
g
From jungle girl'to  society Beauty—here’s Betty, Compsonis most 
fascinating role, A love-and-adventure drama in a marvellous new 
setting—picturesque, alluring, mysterious South Africa'".
Also a comedy “TH E WEDDING SHOWERS.” 
Evening, Z»30 and 9, 20c and 35c
. g  si g  g  g  g, g  g  Q B Q Di .D B D B B B B B B .B B
CHRISTMAS CARDS
This season we have a particularly 
attractive an^ artistic assortmient of 
CHRISTMAS CARDS 
at prices within the reach of all.
UP
Another appropriate present is
C h ristm as Gift B ox
NARCISSUS BULBS AND BOWL 
These are daintily boxed, ready for presentation. If bought 
now and Bulbs started with water, they are ready to bloom
at Christmas.
BUY THESE CARDS AND BULBS EARLY
P. B . W ILLITS 6 .  GO.
PHARMACISTS and STATIONERS 
“ YOU W ILL GET IT  AT W ILLITS ”
The Vernon Curling Club is prcpar-
"Hello, George! Funny thing, I was just thinking about you!”
— London Oolnlon.
ing for an active • winter and v/ill open 
the season with a carnival and cfancc
on the ice just as soon as 'a good bot­
tom is secured.
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Little Jimmy---" His New Pals
JIMMIE PLAV . 
• mTH AlUEW
' .OVS ^  • T^HEV RE
SUCH NICE MAMLV^
u m e  FEiiovyis andU E tl w ^
^  ARISTOCRAT!ejy
OH. YES,
AIEVER ASSOCIATES 
WITH ANV 8 0 T  ; 
THE NICEST BOVS^
P
I f eOOOMESŜ  WHAT^ 
THA-tfV
n
Afp>
<AmwUmmm
* MOTHER MEET MY MEW] 
PAIS* ToUCBIE‘’R08ERTS
AM-ROMT"DOFPy
THE KELOWNA
Poultry Association
•iiSlERcVDE 
eats voo
FLOUR AND PEED STORE
ELLIS ST. Phone 354
PROMISED
US^K»0»'
We are centrally and (Convenient* 
ly situated; wo work on tho sraoll- 
ept^ possible margin of profit;, wo 
spore no cEort to give our custom­
ers satisfaction; our g o ^ s  ore re­
liable and "our price's the Ibwcst the 
markets will permit. Take oi' look 
in at the “Poultry’’ when you arc 
baying Flour or Feed.
Frte ami Prompt Delivery.
S-
SATURDAY NIGHTS
Gnikt Britain righu r«Mrv«d. 1024 ov Intx FgAruna Scwvicg, ino.
TH E
Christmas 
to England
Boats
"Andania” from' Halifax, December 8, followed by 
THE W ONDERFUL CUNARDER
GARMANIA
w
 ̂ *2
(20,000 tons)
Due to sail from
H A L IFA X  to LIV ERPO O L
calling at Queenstown.
DECEMBER 14th
due Liverpool about December 21st.
Make your reservations early through Local A gent or 
CUNARD S. S. CO., LIMITED  
622 Hastings St. West, Vancouver, B. C.
m
m  -;r
NEXTl PLBASD -
Sktts: **Only a  loan, Mr. MacDonald. Sir, I  vlll- you in goods 
;TOpay. Tab.** —^News of the World.
LEFT CURVE
RIGHT 
iHTERSECnOH
R ight CURVE!
l e f t
IKTERSECnOH
LEFT TURN
iN T E F ^raS E C T IO N
Right Torn
End  o f  Road
Le f t  hand
reversecurveI Right Hand  
Reverse Curve
ROAD SIGNS FOR*TOURISTS PROM COAST TO COAST 
These signs have recently been adopted as standard throughout 
fthe Dominion of Canada, and will be erected at every turn, inter­
section. and curve on the Provincial Highway System. The triangle 
is a sign for indicating Provincial Highways and will be erected a t all 
strategic points and also at Provincial Highway Intersections. These 
' signs will be numbered.
'According to a statement made in the 
Legislative Assembly by 'Hon. T. D. 
PattuUo, Minister of Lands, it will 
cost $525,000 to complete the Southern 
Okanagan irrig'ation project in the 
Oliver district, upon which $3,130,000 
has already been expended, exclusive 
of interest. For the 1,538 acres sold 
so far in the irrigated area, $90,741 has 
1)een paid in cash.
. The attendance at the Armstrong 
Consolidated Schobl, Which was 512 at
this time last year, has fallen to 462, 
and the School Trustees have accord­
ingly decided to close one of the rooms 
and amalgramate the other classes ac­
cordingly. ■
The art of basketry is being taught 
at Summcrland.
Mike—“̂The trouble with Casey is 
he has no backbone.”
Pat—-“Faith, he has backbone enough 
if he’d only bring it to the front.”
JACKIE COOGAN IN
“LONG LIVE THE KING”
A Romance Of Golden Youth, Roya 
Love And Adventure
“Long Live. The King,” which wil 
be shown at the Empress Theatre on 
Monday Jnd Tuesday, Dec. 1st ant 
2nd, is Jackie Coogan's first Metro 
production and the one that the. pic­
ture-loving public all over the work 
have been looking for ever since they 
ycad of the famous $1,000,000 contract 
made for the boy star with Metro, af­
ter a bonus of $500,000 was paid to get 
the contract sighed. It is a produc­
tion that,cost $600,000 to make, and the 
settings are on a monumental scale 
tjliat befits, the regaj magnificence o ' 
the story. , _ "
. But the story is the main thing, and 
“Lohg Live The King” is far and away 
the greatest picture .that Jackie has 
<jver had. It was selected from thous­
ands that were under consideration, 
not ?>nly because it gave Jackie the 
most wonderful opportunity of his 
career, but because of its own m arve­
lous dramatic power. The author, 
Mary Roberts Rinehart, is universally 
acclaimed as the most popular Ameri­
can writer of the day. Theatre audien­
ces know her as the author of “The 
Bat,’’ “Spanish Love” and “Seven 
Days,” and readers of novels and short 
stories are always looking forward to 
her newest success. But “Long Live 
The King” ' surpasses everything she 
las ever done. The reaison it has never 
been screened before is that there is 
only one person in the worid who cOuld 
do justice to it—and that’s Jackie 
Gopgan himself. This boy prince of 
the films has come into his own in 
“Long Live The King.”
Synopris of tile Story 
In . the capital:; of Lavonia, a small 
lery kingdom in the heart of the Bal- 
cans, the old king, grieving over the 
sudden assassination of his son, is'
TH E NAME “QUEBEC” IS®
OF INDIAN DERIVATION OKANAGAN MISSION
Interesting Facts Concerning Its Ori­
gin Uncovered By Geographic 
Board
M,
m«r
i'/V?
PRESIDENT OF COMBINED 
• , BANKS '
Sir Vincent Meredith, Bart., Presi­
dent of the Bank 'of Montreal, who 
will direct the destinies of an enlarged 
orgahi^^afion with the taking over of 
the Molsdh’s Bank, which has been 
approved by the . Minister of Finance. 
This will reduce the number o f  char­
tered banks in Canada to twelve. ,
him. The marriagii planned for Hed- 
wig makes them unhappy and also Ot­
to, who knows of. his beloved lieut­
enant’s attachment for his cousin.
At this point. Otto narrowly escapes 
death by a bomb. The conspirator, 
ooking at the sweet face of the child, 
lurls his bomb into the river instead.
Feasting and carnival mark th / ar.- 
rival of Karl of Karnia for tins mar­
riage ceremonies. . A brilliant reception 
given him ' in the palace and the 
people of Lavonia celebrate the event 
joyfully. Lavonia is full of colour and 
gaiety. But Otto, bored with the 
round of ceremony, escapes and meets
Bobby again. The two have a great
slowly dying while around him scheme j time.
and plot a dangerous revolutionary Otto goes to the roof of the palace
land which threatenis to overthrow the 
government.
Grown Prince Otto, the' old king’s 
grandson, and successor to the throne, 
is taken to the opera by-his aunt, Arch­
duchess Annunciata, and his pretty 
young cousin, Hedwig, Annunciata’s 
daughter. The frowns and angry mur­
murs of the people in the street change 
to cheers as they see the handsome 
)oy prince.'
At the palace, Mettlich, the charicel- 
or, gradually persuades the dying mon­
arch that, for the safety of the empire, 
riedwig should be given in marriage to 
^arl of'Karnia, a long enemy of Lav­
onia, who would be apt to take advant­
age of Lavonia’s weakness unl-ss he 
were taken into the family in this way. 
The King grudgingly consents.
At the opera Prince Otto (Jackie 
Coogan), is bored and wanders- unob­
served through the opera house and the 
great silent plaza without. He hurries 
towards an amusement park whicn has 
ong been a much-desired but a forbid­
den goal in his heart. There he comes 
upon Bobby Thorpe, an .American hpy, 
and a son of the owner of the park, 
iobby, not knowing who his royal 
visitor is, invites him on the scenic rail­
way and the two have a jolly time of
to watch the carnival better. The con­
spirators enter the palace by a secret 
passage to kidnap him. Unable to 
find Otto they seize the Gouritess Olga 
and torture her to betray the prince’s 
whereabouts. Suddenly Nikky enters 
and drives them away. In gratitude 
Olga tells Nikky about the whole plot. 
But—
In the meantime Otto has descended 
from the roof and hurried to Bobby’s 
house to play with him again. Now it 
happens that the cellar of thisso
It.
In the meantime the city and palace 
are in an uproar, the prince’s absence 
;Tom the opera having been discovered. 
Great fears for his safety are enter­
tained. Finally, late at night, tattered 
and tired but very happy, Otto stum­
bles into the palace grounds and is joy- 
ully acclaimed by the members of the 
royal family.
In the meantime intrigue is on foot 
at the palace. Annunciata, informed of 
the old king’s decision to marry Hed­
wig to King Karl, confides this to 
Countess Olga Loschek, her lady-in- 
waiting. It happens that Olga is herself 
in love with Karl and she is deeply 
angered. Her secret love is known to 
the conspirators and as soon as the 
contemplated marriage is noised about 
they go to the countess and force her 
to act for them—to manage the kidnap­
ping of the young prince and to be­
tray the government into their hands. 
Olga Consents. Black Humbert, lead­
er of the plotters, then outlines what 
she is to do„
But Otto’s faithful' attendant, Lieut­
enant Nikky, loves Hedwig, who loves
house is the nest of the conspirators. 
Black Humbert, who is on the watch, 
sees Otto enter, recognizes him immed­
iately, and at once sends out word to 
his compatriots that he has the prince 
in his power. They all rush back— b̂ut 
Nikky, learning of Otto’s whereabouts, 
comes upon them, engages them in a 
great battle and rescues the young 
prince.
Suddenly the city rings with the 
news that the old king is dead. The 
people of Lavonia flock to the palace. 
Nikky rushes back with Otto and as 
the angry murmurs of the mob rumble 
across the plaza Prince Otto appears 
on the balcony—the new king of Lav­
onia. A mighty shout rises from a 
thousand throats “The King is dead, 
long live the King!”
The first act of King .Otto is to ap­
prove the marriage of Nikky and Hed­
wig, and to send King Karl away as a 
loyal friend. Lavonia is once more at 
peace.
In tracing up the origin of place 
names in the Dominion tho investiga 
tions of the Geographic Board of Can 
ada have brought to light the inter 
csting facts given below concerning the 
name Quebec. The first knowh ap 
pearance of the name Quebec is on a 
map made by Guillaume Lcvasscur o 
Dieppe in 1601, if Henri Harrisse is not 
mistaken in the date. The spelling is 
Qucbccq. The first appearance of the 
narhe in a book is in Lescarbot’s Hist­
ory of New France, published in Paris 
in 1609, a copy of which is in the Lib­
rary of Parliament at Ottawa. Lescar- 
bot's spelling is Kebec, without any 
accent, and he used it in describing 
Champlain’s voyage of 1608, of which 
le had learned orally from the explor­
er. Qucbecq is the spelling used by 
Champlain in his own account of his 
voyage published in 1613.
The first white man to visit the site 
of the present city of Quebec was Jac­
ques Cartier in 1535 and there he found 
the Indian town of Stadacone. Cartier 
notes that there is amarrows of the riv­
er here. Se'venty-thr^ years after, in 
1608, came Champlain. He, found, no 
settlement of any kind, Stadacone and 
the Huron-Iroquois people dwelling 
there had disappeared.. , Champlain 
writes “Quebecq, which is a strait of 
the, river,” and in the account of his 
voyages, published in 1613, states that 
he sought a place for a house and found 
none better than “the point of Quebecq 
so called by the Indians.” In the 1622 
eilnion of his voyages he reafUrrsis th; t 
Quebecq is so called by the Indians.
The striking feature of the geogra­
phy of Quebec, noted both by Cartier, 
aiid C baniplain, is that the Liver St. 
Lawrence is "shut in”, “obstructed” or 
“narrow” here. Indeed where the Can­
adian National Railways bridge crosses 
the river, five miles above the citadri of 
Quebec, is the narrowest part of the 
St. Lawrence between Montreal and 
the Gulf. The breadth of the river 
here between high water lines is 2,440 
feet. From the Inidian appellation for 
this narrowing of the river has been 
derived the name now borne by the 
province and city of Quebec, Such 
authorities on Algonquin Indian lang­
uages as Fathers Albert Lacombe and 
Georges Lemoine, whose Cree and 
Montagnais Indian . dictionaries are 
well known, are agreed that this is the 
meaning of the name. The Rev. Silas 
T. Rand, a missionary among the 
Micmacs of the Maritime Provinces for 
forty years, mentions two places in 
Nova Scotia called Quebec by the In­
dians, the Narrows above Halifax and 
a narrow place in the Liverpool river 
below Milton.
Some have vaguely surmised that 
Quebec is a French name because in 
certain parts of France tongues of 
land formed by the junction of two 
rivers have names ending in “bee”, as 
Bblbec, Caudebec, Carbec.
In this connection the Abbe Gosselin 
remarks that if the word were French, 
pure and simple, it would have had a 
definite spelling in the early days. This 
it apparently never had, as some 17th 
century writers followed Lescarbot’s 
spelling and others that of Champlain, 
with or without the final' “q”.—Natural 
Resources, Canada.
A meeting was called on Thursday 
last, Nov. 20th,, for the purpose of 
forming a Badminton Club at Okana­
gan Mission. About twenty-three pre­
sent signified their intention of join­
ing and it was agreed that the club 
would go ahead and start immediately, 
providing that the membership could 
be brought up to thirty. Since the 
meeting the Acquired membership has 
been obtained and the first season of 
the O. M. B. C. is assured a suiicessful 
start. The local Packing Shed has been 
obtained for play, which will take place 
on three evenings weekly,‘*also the 
Club will arrange to provide racquets 
whilst members must obtain their own 
.shuttle-cocks. Arrangements are also 
being made for members to play 6n 
other than club nights. Any local peo­
ple who have not been approached and 
who desire to join should get into 
communication with the Secretary, Mr. 
H. A. Willis.
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Want
Pacific
For a long time there 
seemed to be almost a pre­
judice against things made 
m B. C. That has changed as 
folks came to realize that we 
do som e things better here 
than anywhere in Canada. 
Grocers tell us that four in 
five customers for canned 
milk ask for
PACIFIC MILK.
Pacific Milk Go., Limited
Head Office: Vancouver, B.C. 
Factories >it Ladner and Abbotsford; B.C
It is usual when calling attention 
of meetings to the very best ptople and 
the "also-rans” of Okanagan Mission ■ , j 
to state at least two very essential de-1 
tails, viz., who is calling the meeting,' ^  
and also where the meeting is being 
leld. A meeting with the two details 
above, was called on Monday evening! 
ast. No venue was given nor who was 
calling it. It might have been called 
by the originator of the now famous 
anonymous letter for all we knew, 
also it might have been called by one 
of the bold bad independents, and also 
it might have been called by the simon 
pure Associated Growers. At any rate 
we' were not allowed put, so that’s 
that. ' ■
Waldron’s
Phone
Ellis Street
132
Kelowna
RAISINS 
3 lbs.
ORANGE, LE­
MON PEEL, lb.
SHELLED  
W ALNUTS, lb.
The new brick chimney on our local 
church has now been completed’ and I 
welcome improvement has now been 
made in the heating arrangements of | 
the churchi
* '♦ ♦
We are glad to hear that Mr, Hunt’s I 
ittle daughter Gladys, who has been 
seriously ill in the Kelowna Hospital, | 
is well on the road to recovery.
PURE  
HONEY, lb.
C O A L
Master Douglas Wilmot is paying 
visit to Master Richard Simeon for | 
the winter months.
YOU W ILL BE SURE OF 
GETTING SATISFACTION  
THIS W INTER IF YOU USE
Once again we call attention to the 
progressive bridge and whist drive 
,which is taking place on Friday next, 
December Sth, a t the School. It is 
proposed to start punctually at 8 p.m., | 
80 please come early.
CAMPBELL’S COAL
I Phone 20 
ifard: 
iCawston Ave,
Office:
Jenkins Co. Barn 
Water St.
THE CONTROL OF
CA'TTLE TUBERCULOSIS
Restricted Area Plan Has Been Pnt 
In  Operation
The restricted area plan of control­
ling tuberculosis has been put into op­
eration by the Health of Animals Bran­
ch of the Department of Agriculture at 
Ottawa. Its object is the cstablishnjcnt 
of tuberculosis-free areas, and provis­
ion is therefore made for the testing of 
all classes of cattle in a given territory. 
This system affords an excellent op­
portunity for systematic and method­
ical work and permits the testing of 
the largest number of cattle in a given 
period. The prompt slaughter of all 
re-actors, and the cleansing and dis­
infection of all infected premiiscs car­
ried on under the system^ provides a
clean territory for a healthy herd. 
These herds are further projected from 
infection from outside sources by cat­
tle not being permitted to come into 
the area except for immediate slaughter 
under certain precautions, unless they 
have first passed an official satisfactory 
tuberculin test.
In his report for last year. Dr. G. 
Hilton, Veterinary Director General, 
refers to the only area in Canada that 
has so far been dealt with under this 
system. It is located in the Carman 
district in Manitoba and comprises 
twenty townships. The first test of all 
cattle in this area, numbering 16,55(1 
head, was completed early in April, 
1923, and 992 reacted, or 5.57 per cent. 
These reactors were promptly slaught­
ered and the premises on which they 
were located were thoroughly cleans­
ed and disinfected^ The first test cost 
in compensatibir five and' a half times
Mr. and Mrs. Armeneau have left 
the Mission and we understand that 
they have gone to Caliifornia. Mr. Ar­
meneau went in rather extensivriy for 
goats and before going offered to 
make the writer a present of one, 
which we unfortunately had to refuse. 
We have not got our other one back 
yet.
* * *
Since writing the above note with 
reference to the meeting called for 
Monday evening last, we have received 
the following from the gentleman who 
acted as secretary during that meeting:
“Meeting of fruit and vegetable 
growers of Okanagan Mission held in 
the School House on the evening of 
Monday, Nov. 24th.
“It was resolved: ‘That we, the fruit 
and vegetable growers of Okanagan 
Mission, do endorse the action of the
CAMPBELL COAL CO.
AND QUALITY
That’s What Counts In
TUNING AND REPAIRING 
OF PIANOS
TH E  NAME
A L V I N  E. P E R K I N S
1900 Haro St., Vancouver, B. C.
with 35 years of valuable factory^ and 
other experience, stands for positively 
Associated Bo^rd in the matter of the I the best in the profession, 
private bill to validate the 5-years _ Honesty of Purpose and Conscien- 
contract now before the Provincial 1 tjous Workmanship, and strongly en­
dorsed by the best authority in Can­
ada—piano manufacturers who areLegislature.’ '
as much 9s all retests and the annual 
general retest of all herds in the area 
combined. This reduction is due to the 
fewer reacting animals that are found 
with’each succeeding test and indicates 
that the area will soon be entirely free 
from bovine tuberculosis.
positively particular where they' put 
their signature, as follows:
Building operations show a revival 
in Penticton. The number of permits 
issued from Nov. 1 to IS was equal 
to the whole number for October, and 
the construction to be done under these 
November permits showed a value 
three times as gi^at as in October. 
Most of the work is In the form of ad­
ditions to dwellings.
Heintzman & Co,
Morris & Kam Co.
Gourla^ Piano Co.
Dominion Piano Co. 
Newcombe Piano Co. 
Fletcher Bros.
Gerhard Heintzman House, 
Vancouver. -
Mason & Risch, Co. Vani- 
couver.
Prof. J._D. A. Tripp, Vancouver, 
cneDavid Ross, tea h r of vocaL 
You attend a show only when well 
recommended. What about your 
piano?
Mr. PERKINS
will make  ̂his regolar calls during 
 ̂ January.
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Four Weeks Only Until Gliristinas Day !
J u s t  glance over these items! They may make your 
Christmas planning a bit easier.
Paper Shell Pecan Nuts. Budded California Walnuts, 
lo&an Shelled Almonds. White Halves Sheled W ^nuts. 
Chestnuts, Brazils, Pecans, Filberts, Almonds, Peanuts and 
Christmas Mixed Nuts.
Glace Whole French Cherries.
Glace Sli<ied Pineapple. ^
Preserved Chinese .Ginger.
Hallowi Dates in Bulk.
Arabian (Fard) Dates in Bulk. '
Package Cluster Raisins.
Smyrna Pressed Figs.
French (Haricot) Beans, a tin ................^Kn
French Mushrooms, a t i n .......  ............ 20c, 35c aild 65c
Romanoff ' ta v ia r
THE GENUINE RUSSIAN PRODUCT 
Pate de foie gras in little crock tureens.
Puree de foie gras in^tins.
FM cwisiiMS wue raEsans 
CIGARS
In Christmas Boxes of lO’s and in Christmas Boxes of 25’s.
« Very easy to wrap up for mailing.
CHOCOLATES IN FANCY CHRISTMAS BOXES
We have saved the outside boxes ^o they can be easily 
■ wrapped.
Huntley & Palmer’s Eiigine Biscuit Tin.
Huntley & Palmer’s Motor Biscuit Tin.
The original wrapper has been saved for wrapping.
The McKenzie Co., Ltd .
PHONE 214
High Quality 
Attractive Prices-
That is a combination hard to beat—and a com­
bination nowhere so marked as in our FLOUR  
AND FEED DEPARTMENT.
For heavy egg production, feed our 
HIGH QUALITY LAYING MASH
$2.40PRICE- Per Hundred Pounds
OATS W HEAT CORN
BRAN SHORTS CHOP
b a r l e y
Occidental Fruit Go., Ltd.
KELOWNA, B. C. 
Free City Delivery Daily Phone 67
T H E  KELOWNA GOURIER AND OKANAGAN QRC;HARDI8T
STDllINffS MAJORTlt WAS 386
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 27;,lU3f
EDUCATIONAL
PROBLEMS DISCUSSED
Rctunitirtg Officer CavcB Out Official Figures In  Recent Yale By-Elcction
(Continued from I’agc 5)
Mr, W. C- Kelley, RcturniiiK Offic­
er for the recent federal by-clcction iti 
Yale, announced on Wedneaday of last 
week the official figures of the vote as 
summed up by liiui, hut he failed to 
favour The Courier with a copy, al­
though a re(|uc8t to that effect was 
inaile to him immediately after the el­
ection. The total vote, as coinpilcd by 
Mr. Kelley, shows 6,354 for Grotc Stir­
ling, Conservative, as against 5,968 tor
D. W. Sutherland, Liberal, a majority
of 386.,, , , ' e iAs the details of the vote arc <>£ in­
terest, we publish thorn below, together 
with the vote in the election of 1921, 
but wc do not total them for the rea­
son that the totals do not agree with 
the figures given out by Mr.' Kc;Ucy, 
probably hetause of minor errors and 
corrections adjusted by the official 
count. ' '
North Okanagan'
Ashton Creek ....... .....
Armstrong
Stifling
1924
Sutherland
1^21 ^  . .
MacKclvic Sutherland
Home of the large cities there were vo­
cational officers for such a purpose, 
and in Toronto at present they were 
talking about such work and quarrelling 
about it. ,
The hour being 10.30, the chairman 
concluded the proceedings with a few 
jrief remarks, and the gathering/dis- 
)crscd after singing the National Au- 
them. rf!
A BAD GUESS
Blue Springs .. 
B. X. Poll
29
No Poll
I ,
No Poll
38 52
389 350
.... No poll 
101 33
Cherryvillc .............................
Coldstream ................................ 4
Comnibnage .................. - ..........
Deep Creek .............................. . 177
Endcrhy  -.   3
Ewing’s Landing .......................  00 14
Glcncmma ................. ...... ,•........   ̂ —
Gt'andview Bench ............. ........ ' 9
Grindrod .......      ^9
Heywood’s Corner .......... - .........
Hilton .
Hullcar
Hupei ..................  , _ .
Lavington  ........ .....................—-
Mabel Lake ..............................
Mara ...... ..... ............ ................ .
Okanagan ................... ............ . Px
Okfihagan Landing ....,..... - ....
Oyama ...........—........................— . , 5 .
Silver Creek  ..................■—........
Trinity Valley ...... - ............ .
Vernon    ...... — .................
SouthvOkanagari
Bear Creek ........................-......... 1®
Beiivoulin ...................... — ......
Chute Lake .........        '
East Kelowna ............................. on
Ellison ................ —..... 29
Glenmore .................  -......... 7
Joe Rich ..................................... f  Jn
Kelowna .................—......— ...... 948
Mineola .... -..............................
Naramata ...............................   '9
Okanagan Centre .............................19
. Osprey Lake   -................—• _ Poll
Peachland ........... -..................  ̂ ^
Reid’s Landing........—•— -...........  '
Rutland .....    -..... -......1“;̂
South Kelowna ......  -  ........
Summerland—............. ..............—
Westbank     — ------ 95
West Summerland ......  237
Wood’s Lake .........................     64
Similkameen ^
Allenby ...........................         9
Allen Grove ....-..................     10
Blakeburn .................-......................30
Cawstbn   ................-...........— 33
Coalmbnt ........-........1— 33
Hedley ...—    .......-    ..... . 83
Kaleden      42
Keremeos. ,..... -...................-........  1'9
Nickel Plate ................
Okanagan Falls ........— ......--—— 42
Oliver .......-..........  122
Osoyoos .................. -.......29
Penticton ....  -..................  ol9
Princeton .....................    157^
Sidley ...........— ........   4
Tulameen —V H
Grand Forks-Greenwood
Beaverdell ----
Boundary Falls'----- ------------- — 5
Bridesville .........     20
Brown’s Creek ...................  - 6
Carmi .........  ——1—-:-— 5
Cascade ......... —̂- ..........  40
Christian Valley  ........— ------ —
Denoro .......-........... .............. -......
Eholt  ...   5
Fife       16
Grand Forks ...........       357
Greenwood .............   — 92
Midway ...............-................ ......- 38
Paulson .................... ...........——- 2
Riverside ....... —........    31
Rock Creek ............. -.......-.........- 44
Westbridge ..... ........... -......—......  18
Two artists were wandering about 
Spain. One day, after a long walk, 
they arrived at a shabby little posada 
in a.village near a big town.
They .could hot speak a word of 
Spanish, and were half dead with thirst. 
The sun was so hot that they did not 
dare to drink wine, so they decided to 
try to get some, milk. One of them 
drew ori a sheet of paper a picture of 
a cow. The other jingled some cpihs in 
his pocket.
'The proprietor went out making 
signs that he understood.
He returned later with two tickets 
for a bull-fight I
HIGH PRICED PLAYER 
“Dune” Munro, will captain the new 
profcssibnal hbekey team in Montreal 
this wintCr.Tt is reported that his lipc-r 
key earnings plus his incpmc frpm the 
business which has been arranged for 
him tp operate, will run well over 
$25,000 for three years. He is the high­
est priced; hockey player in Canada.
REAL ESTATE 
INSURANCE
"  S E K V IC E 9 9
E .  W . W ilkinson &  C o.
BERNARD AVB. ^
KELOWNA FRUIT AND^^, ^ . 
VEGETABLE SHIPM ENTS
For The Week Ending Nov. 22,* 1924-
Carloads
1924 ,1923
Fruit .......... ................ 21 61 !'
Mixed Fruit and Vegetables 4. 
Vegetables— ' 2 ,1,, I '
28 62
No Poll
' ■ '43'
' v '- ,  17'
53 '
 ̂ 73
46
No Poll
922
Fish companies operatinjg in Saskat 
chewan lakes, north of Big River, plan 
to increase their operations during the 
coming winter, according to advices re­
ceived by the'‘Development Department' 
of the Canadian National Railways. 
One or two lakes that have not yet 
been netted, for commercial purposes 
will be fished for the first time this 
season. Five new .barges have been 
added to the, supply transport fleet and 
two hundred teams of'hprses will be 
employed in hauling the packed fish 
to the Canadian National Railways at 
Big River, which is the headquarters 
for the industry. Last winter 1,500 
boxes, averaging ISO pounds ekeh, i^ere 
exported from this point.
No Poll
129 138
81 26
247 134
54 38
219 192
59 78
8 . 25
20 17
N o Poll
56 46
51 84
54 36
29 6
175 73
No Poll
58 17
71 92
32 9
906 515
123 172
, 6 25
13 18
8 '25
9 22
20 37
8 29
7 23
17 74
No Poll
6 0
8 13
15 19
425 338
135 121
45 45
No Poll
34 31
44 15
16 8
23 DAYS TO DO YOUR XMAS 
SHOPPING  
Only 4 More Saturday 
Nights
BUY URir
A small, deposit will hold any 
article till Xmas Eve. 
Our complete stock of TOYS, 
Joycyclesi ■ Wagons, Kiddie 
Kars, Scooters, Skates and 
Boots, Boxing Gloves, Pun­
ching Bags and'—
MASSEY BICYCLES
BICYCLE LAMPS
Comply with the new legisla­
tion. Protect ybur machine, 
and avoid, accidents.
."We ha've, LAMPS from $1.00 
' . - to $5.25 ■.
Delta (electric), Panther, Re­
venge, Solar and Lucas_ (car­
bide) and Demon (oil).
T E D  B U S E
Bicycles, Sport Goods and 
Toys
. Glenn Block Phone 347
BAND QUESTION IS
AGAIN TO FORE
(Continued from page 1)
under the charge of another organiza­
tion. He knew the Elks wanted to 
take over the sole control and man­
agement of a local band, but he 
thought the members of the Band 
themselves should have the say in the 
management of their affairs.
Aid. Morrison explained that it was 
not proposed that all the members of 
the Elks should have a say in the man­
agement of the Band, but there would 
be.a committee of management formed 
of lodge members in conjunction with 
the leader of the Band. He did not 
think it adwsable that all-the members 
of the Band should have a voice in 
its,_ management. If the Elks took 
hold, they would be responsible to the 
City for the proper, administration of 
any financial assistance given by the 
Council and for the c.arrying on of the 
'' Band’s affairs in a businesslike way.
Aid. Adams believed it would be far 
better for the Band to have some or­
ganization back? of it to look after its 
Interests.
Mr. Cramp having voiced the im­
pression, that the band proposed by 
the Elks was to be an Elks’ Band 
pUrc and simple, several of the alder- 
i^cn assured him that such was not
the Elks’ intention, as in that event 
the bandsmen would all have to be 
Elks. On the other hand, it was pro­
posed by the Elks to have a City Band.
The Mayor suggested getting rep­
resentatives of the City Band and of 
the Elks together at the next meeting 
of the, Council in committee.
Mr. Cramp was agreeable to this 
suggestion and said he would consult 
the members of the Band to that end. 
Before thanking the Council and with 
drawing, he fired another round ag­
ainst the “imported leaders,” whose 
failure to accomplish anything of con 
sequence was due, he declared, to the 
fact that all they thought a|)Out was 
the receipt of $75 a month, and they 
did not get the young blood into the 
Band.
The Cemetery Regulation By-L^w, 
No. 388, which had been laid over 
since July 7th for receipt of sugges­
tions, was given final passage, no re 
commendations of any importance hav­
ing been forthcoming in the meantime.
The Buildings and Fire Limits By- 
Law, No. 398, which had also bc,*n 
on the t,iblc for some considerable 
time receiving alterations and addi­
tions, was given first, second and third 
reading. '
Other By-Laws’'which received three 
readings were No. 396, for the sale of 
Lot 6, R.P. 483;. to Mr. S. M. .(jiore.
for $100, and No. 397,- g^'anting to Mr. 
W. J. Rankin release of a mortgage 
held by the City on Lot 5, Block 7.
Superintendent Blakeborough re­
ported that he had received, a letter 
from the Westinghouse Company to 
the effect that they expected to make 
a deal soon for the 100 k.w. unit of 
the old steam plant, offered for sale 
by the City, at a price of $2,300.
The Mayor remarked that, as soon 
as the sale was confirmed, it would be 
possible to proceed with extension of 
the waterworks system to Manhattan 
Beach. -
The Council adjourned until Mon­
day, December 8th.
GHURCH NOTICES
ST. MICHAEL & ALL ANGELS. 
Nov. 30. Advent Sunday. 8 a.m., Holy 
Communion; 10 a.m.. Scouts’ Own 
Bible Class; 11, Matins, Holy Com­
munion and sermon; 2.30 p.m., Sun­
day School; 7.30, Evensong and ser­
mon.
Dec. 1st, St. Andrew’s Day. 10 a.m. 
Holy Communion and address. Day of 
Intercession for Missions.
Wife—Your honour, he broke every 
dish in tliO house over my head, and 
treated me cruelly.
Magistrate—Did your husband apol­
ogize or express regret for his actions?
Wife—No; the ambulance took him 
away before he could speak to me.
RUTLAND and EAST KELOWNA 
(Anglican). No services.
UNITED CHURCH. 11 a m. Morn­
ing Worship. The Children’s (^hoir wil 
lead the singing. Sermon topic “Mod­
ern Incidents.” 7.30 p.m.. Evening 
Worship. A special musical service 
will be rendered by the choir, includ­
ing the following:—
Chorus: “And the glory of the Lord’ 
(Handel’s Messiah). Duet and chorus: 
“I waited for the Lord” (Mendelssohn, 
Mrs. Trenwith and Mrs. Mackenzie 
Mawer. Anthem: “Fierce was the wild 
billow” (Noble), Solo and chorus: 
new Heaven and a new earth” (Gau 
“Holy City”) Mr. Mackenzie Mawer. 
Anthem: “Saviour again to Thy dear 
Name" (Chadwick); soloist, Mrs. H. 
Glenn.
‘AS SHE IS SPOKE”
Some amusing examples of pidgin- 
English occur in “A Woman’s Im- 
pressions’of German New Guinea,” by 
Lilian Overell. ,
“No got picaninny belong dtwai,’ 
from the cookboy puzzled a young 
Australian until she was told that he 
wanted the seeds or children of the 
vine—currants.
The native describes a piano as “one 
big fellow box, His savvy plenty 
teeth. Suppose missus fight him plen­
ty. him sing out.”
A saw also “savvy plenty-teeth; pull 
him, he come; push him, he go. Bime- 
by, he kaikai all diwai” (eats all the 
wood).
A kiss is described thus: “Him
jclakai (eats), mouf belbng missus.”
BAPTIST CHURCH. Services. 
Sunday morning, Sunday School, 10.30; 
morning worship, 11.15; subject “The 
Message of the hired Prophet.” Sun­
day evening, preaching service, 7,30; 
subject; “Jesus, the Light of the 
World.”
Wednesday evening. Prayer Meet­
ing, 7.30.
Friday evening, Young People’s 
Meeting, 7.45.
FREE M ETHODIST CHURCH 
Services will be held in the Board of 
Trade Hall.- Sunday: 10 a.m., Sunday 
School and Bible Class. Preaching ser­
vice at 11 a.m. and again in the even­
ing at 7.30. Rev. E. E. Adams wil 
preach at both services.W^i^.) A1 
arc welcome. '
\ .  , -------------------.
During the past year the Ontario 
Department of Agriculture, through its 
colonization branch, has located up­
wards of 4,000 settlers upon farms in 
old Ontario.
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■WISE 
■SHOPPERS
O do their Christmas buying
B early — before the rush
B starts. They get the choice ^ 
of a complete assortment ® 
°  and clerks have more time El 
® to serve them. Remember g  
® how tired you were last _  
SI Christmas Eve? Now real- g  
a ly, couldn’t you have large- 
B ly prevented that by hav- 
_ ing planned to do some of 
® ' your work earlier? Try'
‘ it this year.
B - , , . /  0
rNEW  FRUITS,
-NUTS AND PEEL
O '
B are all in now-—there’s no 
B reason why you should de- 
_ lay making your Christ- 
® mas Cake and Plum Pud- O 
® ding. W e have everything g  
O you’ll require, of a high  ̂
B standard, at reasonable 
B prices and we’ll serve you 
g well.
O 5% DISCOUNT TO CASH ^ 
B AND CARRY
«  CUSTOMERS
:  Holmes \
I Gordon, Ltd.
B Family Grooers PliOno 3 0
® Quality,up to a standard a 
®. —not down to a price.
For Men, Women and Children
UNDERW EAR IN ALL KINDS OF mIa TERIAL  
UNDERW EAR FOR ALL KINDS OF W EATHER  
UNDERW EAR FROM THE BEST MAKERS
M E N ’̂ S U N D E R W E A R
Jaeger fine woofi beautifully 
soft and warm ;
Combinations .... W  6 '
Turnbull’s famo'us “Ceetee” 
brand. A fairly heavy gar­
ment made of the finest Aus­
tralian wool.
Combinations
Turnbull’s flat knit natural 
wool <^oB^biha- D D
tions; per suit
Stanfield’s silk and wool. ; A. 
soft, warm garment which 
wears splefididly,. Q I T  f t
Combinations I. o tF  V
Stanfield’s No. 8800. A medium 
weight, all wool, endurable 
garment. One of our most
popular lines. ' ^ 1̂  f t
Combinations
Stanfield’s silk and cotton. A. soft, nice fitting
those who do not like, heavy underwear, f lJO  K f t
Combinations ............... ........................... - .........
Hatchway No Button. A medium weight, all
wool garment; Combinations . . V V o V V
The same as above in a lighter weight w o o l............... $3.50
We have Shirts and Drawers in nearly all the above lines. 
We also carry Mercury, Watson’s, Tiger Brand, and Staq^ 
field’s Heavy Red Label Brand.
BOY’S UNDERW EAR
For Boys’ we carry Stanfield’s, W atson’s and Turnbull’s in
Combinations and two-piece. $2.00 “$5.00 
W O M E N ’S  a n d  G IR L S ’ U N D E R W E A R
Misses’ and Girls’ pure wool Combinations, long sleeves, 
ankle length; also short sleeves and knee f t f t
leng th ; sizes 20 to 32 ; prices from .... .
Misses’ and Girls’ fleece-lined Combinations in long sleeVes, 
ankle length, and short sleeves, knee leng th ; ( P O  f t A
all sizes; prices from .........  ....
Children’s pure wool Vests, long sleeves, square ( P - | r j e
and V shaped necks; from ............  ...... -........V  v
•Children’s fleece-lined Vests in natural and
Children’s heavy knit Bloomers, black and w hite; also pure 
wool Bloomer in rose and blue; all sizes from O K
20 to 32 ; from
W omen’s wool Combination 
Suits in 4 s ty les: full dress, 
knee length; low neck, 
sleeveless, knee length'; V 
neck, short sleeves, knee 
length ; V neck, long sleeves, 
ankle length.
These same styles come in 
the wool and cotton mixture,
all sizes, at. $2.75
per suit ..........
Women’s Vests, pure wool, full dress and sleeveless at
$ 1 . 9 5 , -  $ 2 . 2 5 , $ 2 . 7 5
Sizes 34 to 42.
Women’s Vests in heavy cotton. These 
come in all styles, sizes 34 to 40 ; $ 1 . 0 0  
prices from ...... ......................—
Low neck and sleeveless; low neck and 
short sleeves; V neck and short sleeves'; 
V neck and long sleeves.
Lovely range of Jaeger Bloomers, sizes 
small, medium and large. Colors w hite,. 
powder blue, mauve, grey, ' 7 ^
black and navy. A  garment w
Penman’s all wool Bloomers 7 S
for women at a garment ........ ^  *
Colors: cream, navy, rose, blue and
mauve.
T H O M A S  L A  W S O N ,  L T D .
PH O N E 215 KELOWNA. B. C.
H
f
